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This thesis investigates the problem of recognizing human emotions experi-
enced in real-life which has two aspects, (1) facial appearance can be affected
by low face resolution, non-frontal pose, significant head motion etc. and (2)
low intensity of emotions. An attempt to deal with these difficulties takes the
proposed work beyond the traditional works on Emotion Recognition (ER)
which usually do not consider these problems. Although the data we have
used are not captured from real-life but they are closer to real life as compared
to lab-recorded data.
In order to deal with the above mentioned difficulties, additional informa-
tion about emotions is acquired in the following ways: (1) using 3D instead of
conventional 2D information for recognizing facial expressions which is one
of the modalities contributing to ER, and (2) fusing information from multiple
modalities. Figure 1 shows the flow of this thesis.
As compared to 2D Facial Expression Recognition (FER), researchers have
identified practical advantages of 3D FER [211]. In this thesis, the idea of
optical flow in 2D has been extended to 3D and the resultant features have been
called residues. The proposed method is found to perform better than similar
state-of-the-art approaches. However, computing residues requires a neutral
face model which may not be always available. Another approach is presented
to deal with this problem. Evaluation has also been made on low intensity
expressions which characterize a difficult data. Experimental results show that
vi
Figure 1: Flow of the work covered in this thesis
adding the additional depth information (characteristic of 3D) improves the
recognition rate. Since such difficult data is not easily available in 3D, 2D data
in the form of movie clips has been used for further research. The approaches
developed in 2D, form a basis for extension to 3D data.
Another way of getting additional information is to use multiple modali-
ties, each of which is a source of information about the emotions of the per-
son. In this part of the thesis, clues from facial expressions and spoken words
have been fused together for recognizing emotions of movie characters. An
algorithm for sentiment analysis from movie reviews has been improved to
deal with movie dialogs. Fusion is performed by a novel dynamic weighting
methodology which improves the ER performance, as compared to using each
of the two clues alone. The bimodal approach for ER in movies has been ap-
plied for fusing emotions of multiple characters to predict emotion conveyed
by the movie scene.
Another application of ER in movies has been proposed in the form of au-
tomatic personality assessment by first answering a personality questionnaire,
vii
the shorter version of the Big-Five Inventory (BFI-10 or BFI). BFI is answered
using psychology based multimodal features including features extracted using
emotion recognition. The features are mapped to BFI answers using a novel
regression formulation based on sparse and low rank transformation.
To automatically predict personality scores from answers, a novel approach
is proposed which is applicable to a wide range of questionnaires instead of
being limited to only one questionnaire.
viii
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1.1 About Emotion Recognition (ER)
The face is the index of the mind. Combined with that, what we speak and how
we speak or react to external stimuli are all helpful clues in making in-roads
into understanding the complex world of human emotions. Humans display a
wide range of emotions from subtle emotions like confusion to very intense
emotions like jubilation.
Studying human emotions helps to understand human psychology and re-
fine interpersonal interactions. Moreover, such studies will also benefit intel-
ligent devices which are expected to assist us in our day to day activities. For
example, when you come back ‘tired’ from the office work, your music player
will play your favorite musical program and if you are ‘drowsy’ and want to
take a nap, lights will dim automatically.
Such intelligent devices need to become socially intelligent as well, apart
from their computational intelligence [189]. An important aspect of that social
intelligence is the ability to recognize human emotions and respond accord-
ingly. But emotion is much of an internal state and sometimes even human
beings find it difficult to understand internal feelings of a person. This makes
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human emotion recognition even much more difficult for computers, motivat-
ing the researchers to delve into the field of human Emotion Recognition using
computers (ER).
1.2 How to Define Emotions?
For the task of ER, it needs to be clearly defined what are we trying to recog-
nize. Are we trying to recognize just a movement of facial muscles such as
raising of eyebrows or are we trying to recognize the anger behind such facial
actions? Answer to this question is provided by the psychologists through mes-
sage judgment and sign judgment approaches [41]. Using message judgment
representation, the aim is to recognize the emotion underlying a particular fa-
cial expression. On the other hand sign judgment approach does not directly
recognize emotion but it recognizes certain external facial movements. It tries
to code all possible perceptible changes occurring on a face due to expressions
without going into the mental state of the person. Further analysis is needed to
recognize emotions.
One of the popular definitions of emotions under the message judgment
approach is in terms of six basic universal emotions proposed by Ekman and
Friesen [57], which are Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness and Surprise.
Most of the existing works on ER have recognized these six basic emotions.
Labelling emotions is easier using this description of emotions since it has
an intuitive understanding for humans. But a disadvantage of this represen-
tation is that many emotions that we encounter in our day to day life cannot
be categorized into these six classes. These include fatigue, pain, thinking,
embarrassment etc. These emotions can be refered to as subtle emotions.
Another way to represent emotions under message judgment approach is
using the dimensional approach where emotions are characterized by two di-
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mensions viz. evaluation and activation. Evaluation determines whether the
emotion is positive or negative while activation determines the intensity of the
emotion. A wide range of emotions can be represented using this system. How-
ever, in this system, expressions for fear and anger cannot be distinguished
[218]. Also, trained labelers are required for labeling emotions using the di-
mensional approach.
Using sign judgment approach, emotions can be defined in terms of a set
of facial actions such as raising eyebrows, pulling lips apart and so on. These
facial actions (called as Action Units or AUs) are defined in the Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) introduced by Ekman and Friesen [59]. An advantage
of AUs is that they can be combined to define a wide range of facial expressions
corresponding to emotions beyond the six basic emotions. However due to
interpersonal variations in display of emotions, it is hard to associate a specific
set of AUs with a particular emotion. Consequently most of the works just
recognize AUs without recognizing the underlying emotions.
1.3 Applications of Emotion Recognition
Emotions can be recognized through different modalities such as facial expres-
sions, body gestures, voice intonation, spoken words, physiological signals
such as rate of heart beat, blood pressure and so on. A particular modality is
used based on the feasibility of data capture. Some of the applications of ER
using either one or more of these modalities, are explained below.
1.3.1 Biometrics
‘Biometrics’ refers to methods for uniquely recognizing humans based upon
one or more intrinsic physiological or behavioral trait. Physiological traits are
related to the shape of the body. For example, fingerprint, face, DNA, hand
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and palm geometry, iris, and odor/scent. Behavioral traits are related to the
behavior of a person. For example, typing rhythm, gait, signature and voice.
While the robustness of behavioral biometrics has often been questioned
with regard to their sensitivity to human emotional conditions, physiological
biometrics also exhibit limitations, being either too expensive and intrusive
(iris, DNA), or not accurate enough for high security applications [23]. For
example, face recognition is always sensitive to facial expressions. This has
led the researchers to propose facial expressions as an alternative biometric
[176].
1.3.2 Medicine
Emotions have been widely used in clinical research to study the affective and
cognitive states, and psychopathology of an individual. ER has played a major
role in the study of schizophrenia, which is a neuropsychiatric disorder char-
acterized by deficits in emotional expressiveness. Patients with schizophre-
nia are known to have impaired performance in emotion processing, both in
terms of recognizing and expressing emotions. Patients with schizophrenia
often demonstrate either or both types of impairment in expressing emotions:
“flat affect” (a severe reduction in emotional expressiveness) and “inappropri-
ate affect” (inappropriate expression to intended emotions). Techniques of ER
have been used to quantify the facial expression abnormality of patients with
schizophrenia [195].
Research has also been performed to recognize emotions of patients during




ER is used for understanding how well a student is receiving a lecture delivered
via an automated tutoring system. Through these systems the students can
provide feedback about the lecture, even subconsciously through their facial
expressions and physiological signals. For example, an emotion mouse [12]
developed by IBM could recognize emotions of the user through physiological
signals captured when he/she touches the computer mouse. Based on such
feedback, an interactive tutoring system could dynamically adjust the speed of
instruction, allowing the speed to increase when the student’s understanding is
solid and to slow down during an unfamiliar topic [199].
In the field of advertising, ER is used for understanding the emotional re-
sponses of consumers towards television advertisements [46]. Recent applica-
tions of ER has come up in the form of development of technologies such as
targeted advertisement where the advertisement on the billboards adapt to the
emotions of the viewer.
Smart call centers can detect dissatisfaction in customers by recognizing
frustration through their voice and the spoken words. Such customers can be
provided assistance or reconciliation [49].
1.3.4 Robotics
The term ”Social Robotics” refers to an area of robotics where robots are de-
signed such that they are able to recognize humans and engage in social inter-
actions with them. The capability of ER from facial expression, speech and
hand gestures, helps social robots to understand the intent of humans and re-
spond accordingly. For humans, the face to face communication is a real-time
process operating in times of the order of 40 milliseconds. At this time scale
the level of uncertainty is considerable if a robot recognizes emotions . So,
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automated real time facial expression techniques are needed [16].
1.3.5 Surveillance
Generally face recognition algorithms will be effective in surveillance when the
subject doesn’t exhibit any emotion. This is not easy to achieve especially in
camera surveillance systems where people are unaware of being tracked. Some
systems can model human emotions based on ER techniques and remove the
facial expressions [131]. Another security application is to hide the identity of
an internet user during a chat without hiding his expressions. In such a case,
the person’s expressions are communicated using a virtual mask whose shape
can be like that of a tiger or spider-man [95].
1.4 Proposed Application of ER on Difficult Data
Emotions of an individual have been found to be correlated to his/her person-
ality [77]. For example, a positive correlation exists between exhibiting fear
and tendency to become easily nervous (a characteristic of neuroticism) [113].
By observing an individual’s emotions over a period of time, clues can be ob-
tained about his/her personality. For example, one of the personality traits is
being reserved. Psychological studies indicate that reserved persons are less
happy as compared to those not so reserved [137]. Consequently, the fraction
of the time a person is happy indicates to what degree he/she is reserved. Apart
from being reserved, there are other personality traits addressed through spe-
cially designed personality questionnaires. In the proposed application, results
of emotion recognition are used to devise features which can automatically fill
up personality questionnaire for that individual.
Personality scores are obtained from the questionnaire using another novel
scoring methodology. The proposed scoring methodology can be used for scor-
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ing a wide range of personality questionnaires as opposed to the usual scenario
when each questionnaire has to have a separate scoring scheme. Details about
personality assessment are presented in Chapter 5.
1.5 Contributions of the Thesis
The contributions of the thesis are listed below:
1. Novel algorithm has been developed for 3D Facial Expression Recogni-
tion which is around 9% more accurate than the state of the art approach
in dealing with low intensity (subtle) expressions in addition to the higher
intensity expressions.
2. A novel methodology of fusion has been developed which, for the first
time, combines visual clues with lexical clues for emotion recognition in
movies. Fusion improves the accuracy by 6% as compared to using the
visual or lexical cues individually.
3. A near real-life data set for emotion recognition (based on movie char-
acters) is generated.
4. Emotion Recognition has been applied for the first time to automate the
answering of personality questionnaires. It is observed that predicting
personality scores through answering personality questionnaire performs
much better than directly predicting personality scores from the extracted
features.
5. We proposed a methodology for scoring the personality questionnaires
which is not specific to a questionnaire but can be applied to a wide
range of personality questionnaires.
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The two main components of this thesis are Emotion Recognition and its appli-
cation for the task of automatic answering of personality questionnaires. This
chapter presents a brief review of the related works in these two areas. More-
over, since we are dealing with difficulties (section 2.2) with the data , a review
of the available datasets for ER is also presented.
2.1 Databases for Emotion Recognition
Construction of databases for ER has been guided by the trend of research in
this area. Consequently, most of the databases for ER have been captured under
controlled conditions i.e. sufficient lighting, frontal face pose and significant
facial resolution. Also the expressions are exaggerated and limited to the six
basic expressions. For the audio databases, background noise has been mini-
mized by recording in a quiet environment with recording devices close to the
speakers. Audio databases are also faced with the problem of posed emotional
utterances. Consequently, there is lack of databases capturing difficult data.
The databases for ER can be categorized into visual, audio and audiovi-
sual as follows. Please note that this section may not contain all the relevant
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emotion databases. For a wider coverage please refer to [54], [61] and [218].
2.1.1 Visual Databases
One of the most widely used databases for facial expression recognition is
the Cohn-Kanade (CK) database [171]. The CK database consists of approx-
imately 500 image sequences from 97 subjects. The subjects were asked to
perform displays consisting of single or a combination of AUs beginning from
a neutral face. The last frame in each sequence is labeled with one or more
Action Units (AUs, Section 1.2). These combinations can also be converted to
the corresponding facial expressions using the guidelines in [58]. Images in the
sequences are grayscale images of size 640× 480 pixels with the faces almost
frontal and of good resolution.
There may be some challenge in the data in the form of insufficient illumi-
nation and presence of facial hair. Still since the displays are exaggerated and
acted out and the environment is mostly controlled, the CK database may not
be suitable for testing algorithms developed for difficult data.
Apart from the databases of images or image sequences, with the evolution
of Facial Expression Recognition using 3D data, Yin et al. [211] at Binghamton
University constructed a 3D facial expression database (BU-3DFE database)
for facial behavior research. The BU-3DFE database contains triangulated 3D
mesh models and 2D facial textures (512× 512 pixels) for 100 subjects. Each
subject has 3D models for a neutral and 4 intensities of 6 expressions, making
a total of 2500 3D models. Intensity of an expression refers to different stages
of development of an expression. A low intensity level is closer to a neutral
face and intensity increases as the expression progresses in time towards the
peak. The spatial coordinates (x, y, z) and color (R,G,B) values are provided
for all vertices in each facial model. Apart from this, the database also provides
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the spatial positions and color for 83 corresponding facial points on each facial
model. These 83 points correspond to prominent facial features such as corners
and contours. Few sample images for 3D models in the database are given in
Figure 3.1 (section 3.1). Figure 3.2 (section 3.1) shows the 83 points marked
on the face.
An advantage of 3D data is having the extra depth information. BU-3DFE
contains static face models only and it has been extended to the BU-4DFE
database [210] which contains dynamic 3D data i.e. 3D videos of facial ex-
pressions. However, these expressions are still acted out in an exaggerated
manner and the videos are shot under sufficient illumination and with good fa-
cial resolution. Due to these constraints, the data in BU-3DFE and BU-4DFE
fall in the category of easy data.
There have been only a few databases of natural facial expressions. The
MMI facial database [135] can be considered as the most comprehensive database
of facial behavior recordings containing both posed and natural facial expres-
sions [218]. Recordings are in the form of both static images and videos and
most of them have both profile and frontal views. The database is searchable
and downloadable via the internet. The data is labeled with 6 basic emotions
and/or AUs. The MMI database also provides challenges in the form of natu-
rality of expressions, facial hair, glasses and profile view of the face. It can be
helpful for testing FER algorithms addressing these challenges. However, the
faces are of good resolution and with sufficient illumination.
2.1.2 Audio Databases
For ER from speech, the most widely used database is the Banse-Scherer vocal
affect database [15]. The database consists of audio recordings of 12 pro-
fessional stage actors depicting 15 emotion categories; hot anger, cold anger,
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panic, fear, anxiety, despair, sadness, elation, happiness, interest, boredom,
shame, pride, disgust and contempt. In order to elicit the desired emotions
from the actors, they were presented a written text describing a scenario along
with the intended emotion. They were asked to imagine the scenario and start
acting when they felt the intended emotion. The acting was repeated unless the
actors felt satisfied. Audio was recorded using high quality microphones. The
expressions were acted out so may not represent natural emotions. Moreover,
recordings are in a controlled environment.
The Danish Emotional Speech Database (DES) [64] consists of speech of 2
male and 2 female actors. The actors read texts in five emotional states: angry,
happy, sad, surprised, and neutral. The text itself is not emotionally colored
but only the way of reading it is emotional. This is also an acted database.
Apart from the above mentioned databases, few databases cover fully natu-
ral emotion-related states which are different from an emotion in a strict sense.
Some of these emotion-related states are depression and suicidal states (The
Vanderbilt II database [70]), stress (The SUSAS database [82]). Even mother-
child interactions [160] can be related to emotions [182]. The ISL meeting cor-
pus [29] contains recordings of 18 meetings with 5 persons per meeting on an
average. In a meeting scenario, we may not expect a wide range of emotions to
be present. Consequently, the data is labeled with positive, negative and neutral
emotions. The CSC corpus [83] contains audio recordings of 32 subjects who
were asked to tell the truth and also to deceive the interviewers in two different
tasks. The corpus is labeled with deceptive and non-deceptive speech. The Au-
tomatic Call Center (ACC) database [103] contains human-computer dialogs at
a commercial call system with emotions labeled as negative and non-negative.
Similarly Bank and Stock Service database [48] contains human to human dia-
log recorded at a call center. The emotion categories considered are fear, anger
and stress. The AIBO database [20] contains audio recordings of children in-
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teracting with robots. This database has a wider range of emotions, namely
joyful, emphatic, surprised, ironic, helpless, touchy, angry, bored, motherese,
reprimanding and rest.
2.1.3 Audio-Visual Databases
Among the audio-visual emotion databases, the Chen-Huang audio-visual database
[38] contains posed facial and vocal displays of the six basic emotions along
with other states namely interest, puzzlement, frustration and boredom. The
data was recorded for 50 males and 50 females. The subjects were asked to
speak sentences expressing a specified emotion. The subjects were not in-
structed on how to enact the emotions. Still, the emotions are acted out and are
not natural.
The Belfast Database [54] is an attempt to create a natural audio-visual
emotion database. It consists of video clips taken from television and realistic
interviews with the research team. Instead the labeling of the clips has been
done based on the dimensional labeling (Section 1.2). Other databases which
are labeled using dimensional labeling are the SAL database [55] and its ex-
tension in the form of the SEMAINE database (SEMAINE-DB) [5]. In both
of these databases spontaneous (induced) audiovisual data was recorded from
conversations between subjects and artificial listeners with different personal-
ities [78]. However, in the case of dimensional labeling, it is possible that not
all of the basic emotions are covered [218].
The Adult Attachment Interview (AAI) database [146] contains recordings
of interviews where 60 adults were asked to describe their childhood experi-
ences. Data is labeled using Facial Action Coding System (FACS). Apart from
the 6 basic emotions, the emotions contained are embarrassment, contempt,
shame, general positive and negative. Researchers at Rutgers University col-
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lected the RU-FACS database [17] in which subjects were asked to convince
the interviewers about their being truthful. The database is labeled with FACS
and contains 33 AUs. The AAI and RU-FACS databases are not publicly avail-
able. Another database of natural emotions is is the Geneva groups recording
of travelers [152] who had lost their luggage. However, it is very specific to the
situation and does not contain all the basic emotions.
From the review of databases for emotion recognition, it can be concluded
that the databases are limited either in terms of the emotions covered or they
are too specific to a situation. Moreover, they are usually acted out and are
different from day to day emotions. There is a need for databases of a wider
range of naturally expressed emotions especially one covering at least all the
six basic emotions expressed naturally in a close to real life environment.
2.2 Emotion Recognition
Most of the researchers have been trying to recognize the six basic emotions
i.e. Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness and Surprise since they are found
to be sufficiently distinct from each other. This is true when these emotions are
acted out in an exaggerated manner (Posed Emotions). However, the same six
emotions can lose much of their distinctness if they are expressed naturally
(Spontaneous Emotions). Attempt to recognize spontaneous emotions is ex-
pected to be more helpful in order to realize real-life implementation of ER
systems [218].
Apart from the way the expressions are acted out, an important factor de-
termining the usefulness of the research on ER is the environment in which
the test data is captured. Most of the databases used for ER have been cap-
tured in highly controlled environment with sufficient lighting, nearly frontal
face, almost no occlusion and so on along with exaggerated expressions (such
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data is refered henceforth as ‘easy data’). However, real life data is not bound
by these constraints and is refered to as ‘difficult data’. As explained later in
Section 4.1, real-life challenges make ER a difficult task. This section covers
related work on ER using both kinds of data. First those using easy data have
been covered in sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.3 and then works on other data have been
covered in section 2.2.7.
Another aspect about the data used is the modality (source of informa-
tion) which can be facial expression, voice, body gestures etc. Human ER
using computers has mostly been performed by recognizing facial expressions.
However, other clues such as voice intonation, bodily gestures, spoken words
etc. have also been found to be helpful in this task [218]. Consequently, the
trend has been shifting to multimodal emotion recognition which fuses these
different clues (modalities). Since we have used Acoustic, Visual and Lexical
(multimodal) clues for ER, in this section, approaches using these three clues
either alone or in combination are discussed. Works using modalities other
than these three (Such as [79], [94] and [86]) are not discussed here. Please
note that the works presented in the next section deal with easy data and are
categorized under Traditional Emotion Recognition. Works going beyond tra-
ditional emotion recognition have been dealt with separately in section 2.2.7.
2.2.1 Using Visual Clues
Human ER from visual clues has been mostly performed by analyzing facial
expressions beginning with the work of Suwa et al. [170]. Most of the re-
searchers have been working on easy data. Two approaches have been used for
this task; geometric and appearance based depending of the type of features
extracted.
In the geometric approach, facial feature points are identified on prominent
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facial landmarks such as the pupils, inner/outer corners of the eyes, nose and
mouth. These points are tracked and their motion serves as a feature for facial
expression recognition. Among these approaches, [207] used optical flow in
the regions of mouth, eyebrows and eyes for modeling non-rigid facial motions
in image sequences. A planar face model was used for modeling rigid facial
movements. Extracted motion parameters were used in a rule based framework
to predict 6 basic facial expressions and the neutral face. [98] fitted a Candide
grid on video sequences for tracking facial feature points. [191] also used a
similar approach. [157], [132] and [134] used motion of facial feature points
around eyebrows, eyes, nose, lips and chin for facial expression recognition
with [134] using both frontal and profile views of the face. [209] proposed a
spatio-temporal approach for recognizing six basic expressions from video and
also for computing levels of interest i.e. the intensity of the expression. Opti-
cal flow vectors projected onto a lower dimension using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) were used as basic features.
In the appearance-based approach, facial region as a whole is used for ex-
tracting motion, change in texture etc. [51] compared different appearance
based approaches to recognize 12 AUs and best accuracy of 96% was achieved
using both Gabor filters and Independent Component Analysis, individually.
One of the major works using appearance based approach was in [18] who ap-
plied Gabor filters on the frames of input video and used the output magnitudes
for recognizing 17 AUs. Different recognition engines such as Adaboost, Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) were
compared. Feature selection was explored using Adaboost so as to reduce the
dimensionality of the feature vectors before feeding to SVM or LDA classifiers.
Best results were obtained using Adaboost followed by SVM. Apart from Ga-
bor filters, Haar filters were used in [200] in conjunction with Adaboost for
AU recognition and showed better performance as compared to Gabor filter
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based approach. [187] used the concept of multilevel motion history images
(MMHI). MMHI representation is an extension of temporal templates which
are 2D images showing motion history i.e. where and when motion occurred
in an image sequence. 21 AUs were recognized comparing two classification
schemes: (i) a two-stage classifier combining a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)
based and a rule-based classifier, and (ii) a SNoW classifier.
Considering individual limitations of appearance based and geometry based
approaches, researchers have also used a combination of appearance and ge-
ometric features. [177] recognized 16 AUs and the neutral face by analyzing
both permanent facial features (related to eyes, mouth, nose etc.) and tran-
sient facial features such as wrinkles, furrows etc in videos. They proposed
multi-state face and facial component models for this task. Wang et al. [195]
performed FER experiments to validate their feature representation which con-
sisted of 2D and 3D geometric features, and the moment invariants combining
both 3D geometry and 2D textures. Using their features they recognized four
expressions; Anger, Fear, Happiness and Sadness; with a better accuracy than
using either 2D geometric or texture features alone. [178] modeled the inter-
actions between rigid and non-rigid facial motions using Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBN). Features extracted from Active Shape Models (ASMs) and
Gabor filters are combined to recognize 14 AUs.
2.2.2 Using Clues from Speech
There can be two clues related to speech; from the acoustic property of speech
and from the content of the speech. ER from speech has been mostly per-
formed by analyzing the acoustic properties of speech [14] [220] using fea-
tures such as pitch-related measures (range, mean, median, and variability),
intensity, and duration. Spectral features such as Mel Frequency Cepstral Co-
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efficients (MFCCs) and cepstral features have also been successfully used in
many recent studies. It has been reported that MFCC models the human per-
ception to speech quite well [143] and is therefore used for many speech appli-
cations. The most important acoustic features which capture emotional content
of speech are pitch and energy [31]. While other significant features are Zero-
Crossing-Rate (ZCR), Teagor Energy Operator (TEO) based parameters; and
frequency-centroid, formant and pitch vibration [203].
Scherer et al. [151] performed a study in which 29 acoustic features were
extracted from voice recordings of 14 professional actors. It was found that
Sadness and Anger are the best recognized followed by Fear and Joy. While
Disgust is the worst recognized emotion if purely vocal signals are used. [15]
used fundamental frequency (F0), the energy, the articulation rate, and the
spectral information in voiced and unvoiced segments of speech to recognize
14 emotions. Petrushin et al. [139] compared the abilities of humans and com-
puters in recognizing emotions from speech. The emotions included in their
work were Happiness, Anger, Sadness, Fear, and Normal (no emotion) and
these emotions were acted out by 30 non-professional actors. They obtained
similar recognition rates of around 65% for both humans and computers. The
features used were selected from fundamental frequency F0, energy, speaking
rate, first three formants (F1, F2, and F3) and their bandwidths (BW1, BW2,
and BW3). Chen et al. [38] used pitch, intensity, and pitch contours as acoustic
features to recognize Happiness, Sadness, Fear, Anger, Surprise, and Dislike.
Test data was for 2 speakers who were asked to speak 6 different sentences
for each emotion. The sentences were in a language foreign to the speakers in
order to avoid their getting affected by the linguistic content.
Nwe et al. [126] compared Log-frequency power coefficients (LFPC), and
two cepstral-based features, namely Linear Predictive Cepstrum Coefficient
(LPCC) and MFCC. Austermann et al. [14] extracted the values of the fun-
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damental frequency, energy, jitter and shimmer as well as the power spectrum
and the speech/pause time as acoustic features from each frame of the audio
signal. These features were used to recognize Anger, Fear, Happiness, Sadness
and Neutral. In [62], 12 MFCCs, 12 delta coefficients, 0’th cepstral coeffi-
cient, and the speech energy were used as features to recognize six emotions
grouped into three sets: high-arousal emotions (Anger, Fear, and Happiness),
low-arousal emotions (Boredom and Sadness) and the Neutral emotion.
Apart from the acoustic features, content of the speech also indicates emo-
tions. Lexical features have been used for the task of ER [103] as well as for
analysis of movie reviews [185]. Lee and Narayanan [103] used the concept
of emotional intelligence for emotion extraction from dialogues. Emotionally
salient words were selected from a test dialogue based on a salient word dictio-
nary. Lexical features were extracted using the selected words and the dialogue
was classified into having positive or negative emotion. Such analysis of each
word separately may not give sufficient clue about the context in which the
word was spoken. For example, consider the phrase ‘Great blunder’ which
is negatively oriented but individually both words have opposing indications
about the emotion in the phrase.
Turney [185] used the concept of Semantic Orientation (SO) for classifying
movie reviews into positive or negative. Positive value of SO indicates a pos-
itive emotion while negative value of SO indicates a negative emotion. There
are other works which utilize lexical clues in combination with other clues for
ER. Some of them have been discussed in the next section.
2.2.3 Using Multimodal Clues
There are works on ER combining multiple clues. [39] present one of the ear-
liest multimodal approaches for recognizing Anger, Dislike, Fear, Happiness,
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Sadness and Surprise. The acoustic features included pitch statistics, rms en-
ergy of the speech waveform and maximum and minimum of the derivative of
pitch contour. From the video, optical flow vectors were computed on which
Fourier Transform was applied and the resultant coefficients were used as vi-
sual features. In addition, some manually recorded facial movements are used
as visual features. [217] fused visual features in the form of 12 action units with
prosodic features i.e. logarithm of energy, syllable rate, and two pitch candi-
dates and corresponding scores. They recognize posed six basic emotions from
videos. [30] used motion of 102 facial markers and global-level prosodic fea-
tures such as the statistics of the pitch and the intensity. Four emotions namely
Anger, Happiness, Neutrality and Sadness were recognized from posed video
sequences.
Wu and Liang [204] combined acoustic and prosodic features with seman-
tic labels derived from a Chinese knowledge base to recognize four emotions;
Neutrality, Happiness, Anger and Sadness. Song et al. [162] utilized Facial
Animation Parameters obtained after Active Appearance Model based track-
ing of facial points to extract visual features from videos. Pitch and energy
features extracted from audio were combined with visual features to recognize
6 basic emotions and neutrality. Bimodal fusion was found to perform better
than the individual modalities. Hoch et al. [84] extracted prosodic parameters
namely pitch, power, formants and duration of voiced segments and fused them
with Haar based features to recognize positive, negative and neutral emotions.
The video sequences were acted out in an automotive environment. Wang and
Guan [196] recognized the 6 basic emotions using Gabor wavelet based visual
features and prosodic, MFCC and formant frequency features. It was found that
Disgust, Sadness and Fear were the most confused emotions and especially the
Gabor based features could not distinguish between these emotions.
Lexical clues have been used very rarely with the visual clues. [154] de-
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tected human interest level combining different clues including the lexical fea-
tures from speech and Active Appearance Model (AAM) based features for
recognizing facial expressions. Apart from these features, eye-activity and
acoustic features was also explored. For linguistic analysis, a vocabulary of
terms of interest was established which included non-linguistic vocalizations
such as coughing, yawning, laughter, consent, hesitation and words such as if,
oh, yeah and so on. For a test document, the frequency of occurrence of each
of the vocabulary terms was used as the feature.
In the context of interest level detection, the choice of these terms is justi-
fiable. But in recognizing emotions from movie dialogues, information about
what words are spoken is essential. E.g. for two phrases, “Oh! Nice paint-
ing” and “Oh! It is very troublesome.”, occurrence of the word ‘Oh!’ indi-
cates interest of the speaker but emotion is conveyed by the words ‘Nice’ and
‘troublesome’. This shows that spoken words are more important than just
non-linguistic vocalizations for ER in movies.
2.2.4 Detailed Categorization of Works on ER
The works on ER can be categorized into different classes based on the follow-
ing criteria:
1. Type of data used
2. Way to define expressions
This categorization does not involve the methodology used but it deals with
the problem domain of the works. Categorization based on the above criterion
is presented below:
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2.2.5 Type of the Data Used
ER algorithms are meant for a wide range of applications depending on which,
there can be different types of data which are to be analyzed. The different
types of data can be:
• D1: Single image in a lab environment
Many works deal with recognizing facial expressions in a static image of
a person. The image is captured in a controlled indoor environment. In
[134], static images depicting both frontal and profile views of faces were
used . Facial Feature Points (FFPs) were extracted separately in both the
views. Displacement of these FFPs from neutral face to expressive face
was used to recognize 22 AUs from frontal images and 24 AUs from
profile images. When information from both views was combined, 32
different AUs were recognized.
• D2: Single image in a real world environment
It is equally important to build algorithms which would meet the chal-
lenges of FER in real world settings. This may involve a complex back-
ground, highly uncontrolled motion of the person and other such situa-
tions. An attempt was made in this direction in [85] using personalized
gallery of images. Test image was matched to the images in a gallery us-
ing the Elastic Graph Matching technique for Face Recognition. The per-
sonalized gallery of this person was used for recognizing the expression
on the test face. The FER system was tested on varying illumination and
background structure for achieving robustness in real life environment.
• D3: Video in a lab environment
Many works have used videos captured in a controlled environment for
ER. An example of this is in [74]. It was a good beginning to FER
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and identified major facial actions of opening and closing the mouth and
eyebrow raising apart from neutral and smile expressions. The face was
modeled using 19 landmark points on the face. It was assumed that the
deformation of the face from neutral can be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of a small number of known basis vectors. The basis vectors were
computed using Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) of the 3D shape
trajectory matrix. The coefficients of the linear combination were used
as features for classification.
• D4: Real world videos
These are challenging due to pose, illumination variations. Other chal-
lenges are complex background, presence of speech etc. An attempt was
made by Black and Yacoob back in 1996 [207]. In their work, optical
flow was used in the regions of mouth, eyebrows and eyes for modeling
non-rigid facial motions while a planar face model was used for mod-
eling rigid facial movements. A rule based system used the extracted
motion parameters to predict facial expressions corresponding to the 6
basic emotions.Performance of their algorithm was reported on video
clips depicting real world situations.
• D5: Multiple images
Multiple images means that the images are taken over a significant period
of time say with a gap of a few months. No work could be found in this
direction.
• D6: Group images or videos
The images or videos contain groups of persons rather than one person
only. Any attempt on this is yet to be done, to the best of our knowledge.
• D7: 3D static models
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This type of data contains the 3D models of faces which are used for
FER purpose. Only a single face model is used which bears a facial ex-
pression. In some cases a 3D model of the neutral expression is also
required. Example of an approach using 3D static models is that used
in [193] where primitive geometric surface features were used for FER.
There are twelve primitive surface types e.g. ridge, valley, peak, saddle,
concave hill etc. Each of the vertices was labeled with one of these sur-
faces. The face was divided into seven regions. Each region had vertices
labeled with one of the 12 labels corresponding to each surface type. The
fraction of each of the labels in each region, served as features for clas-
sification. The assignment of a surface type to a vertex was performed
based on the surface curvatures and their principal directions.
• D8: 3D dynamic model
Just as videos are sequences of images, recently, sequence of 3D models
are also being used as data for FER. In [167], a spatio-temporal approach
was proposed using 3D dynamic geometric facial model sequences, to
tackle FER problems. The approach integrated a 3D facial surface de-
scriptor and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to recognize facial expres-
sions. The facial surface descriptors were the primitive geometric fea-
tures as used in [193].
• D9: Both images and 3D models
Information from both images and 3D models was combined in [195] to
get relevant features for FER. 3D geometric features were extracted in a
fashion similar to that in [193]. Apart from 3D geometric features, 2D
geometric features were also extracted. Face was divided into 28 regions
and was marked with 58 landmark points. The area of these regions and
distances between some of the fiducial points served as 2D geometric
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features. The moment invariants served as textural features. A com-
bination of 2D geometric features, 3D geometric features and textural
features was used for recognizing the query expression.
• D10: Audio in a lab environment
This kind of data refers to audio only which is recorded in a lab environ-
ment. Such an environment involves minimal noise with good quality
microphones located close to the speaker. This ensures better audio qual-
ity and such a data is easy to process. An example of usage of such data
is in [47]. The data was collected by showing a sentence to the subjects
and asking them to speak it with the labeled emotion. Only the pitch
information was used to recognize Anger, Fear, Happiness and Sadness.
• D11: Audio in real-life environment
Such data involves audio collected in an uncontrolled or less constrained
environment. An example is in [50] which performed real-life emotion
detection in real agent-client spoken dialogs from a medical emergency
call center.
• D12: Text only
This data refers to the spoken content of speech i.e. ‘what’ is spoken,
rather than ‘how’ is it spoken. [203] recognized happiness, unhappiness
and neutrality from text using Emotion Generation Rules from psychol-
ogy.
• D13: Multiple modalities in lab-environment
Instead of a single modality such as facial expression or audio or spo-
ken text, a combination of these modalities leads to a multimodal data
input. [192] combined information from facial expressions, bodily ges-
tures and speech to recognize positive high, positive low, negative high
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and negative low emotions. The multimodal data is captured in a con-
trolled environment.
• D14: Multiple modalities in real or near real life environment
As opposed to D13 above, the multiple modalities can be obtained from
a real life or close to real life environment. Currently, there is no ex-
isting work to the best of our knowledge which uses data falling in this
category.
2.2.6 Way to Define Expressions
As mentioned above, facial expressions can be defined in terms of the six basic
emotions, using FACS or using the dimensional representation. Based on this,
the works on ER can be categorized as dealing with either of the following:
• E1:Posed basic expressions
In many of the works, a database of posed six basic expressions is used.
In forming such a database, subjects were asked to pose the expressions.
Most of the works described above fall in this category.
• E2:Spontaneous basic expressions
Spontaneously exhibited six basic expressions are captured by putting
the subjects in a situation which would elicit expressions on their faces.
In [209], six basic expressions were elicited by showing relevant video
clips to the subjects. Their algorithm also assigned a level of interest to
the expressions which is equivalent to determination of the intensity of
expression.
• E3:Subtle expressions
These expressions are more close to the day to day life and are not just
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limited to the six basic expressions. Few of the works recognizing subtle
expressions are discussed later in section 2.2.7.
• E4:Posed Action Units
In this class of works, Action Units are recognized from posed visual
displays. The work in [134] mentioned in this section above, recognized
AUs using rule based methods. Under a set of rules, each AU was asso-
ciated with a specific motion of one or more Facial Feature Points.
• E5:Spontaneous Action Units
To get spontaneous visual displays for AU identification, the work in
[17] used the ‘false opinion’ paradigm in which the subjects were asked
to speak the truth about a concept or to tell a lie. Moreover, they needed
to convince interviewers that they were speaking the truth. In their work,
video frames were passed through Gabor filters and filter coefficients
were used for classification.
• E6:Dimensional Representation
In this representation, emotions are described in terms of dimensions
rather than discrete emotion categories. Most popular representation in
this category uses 2 dimensions namely valence and arousal [81] to rep-
resent emotions. Valence refers to the level of pleasure while arousal
refers to the intensity of the affective state.
Table 2.1 shows the classification of some of the prominent works on ER,
based on the above scheme. In the table, each column corresponds to a specific
type of data used and each row corresponds to the way to define expressions.
For example, the works referenced under column D1 use single static image
for FER and the works referenced in the row E1 classify facial expressions
posed by actors into the six basic expressions. From an analysis of the table,
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we can find out the well researched areas and those areas where there is a lot
of scope for research.
If the type of data is considered, it can be seen from Table 2.1 that most
of the works on ER deal with videos shot in a lab environment (column D3).
One of the reasons for using videos is the importance of temporal dynamics
for the analysis of facial expressions. Many researchers have proposed that the
dynamics of expressions is more important than just the static image. The NSF
workshops also address this issue [67]. Experiments were also conducted in
[213] to show the importance of motion in identifying subtle facial expressions.
Through the experiments it was established that the inherent dynamic property
in motion is beneficial for reducing the ambiguity in recognizing facial expres-
sions. But the possibility of video sequences improving the perception of facial
expressions by providing larger samples of the expressions has been ruled out.
Timing of expressions has also been used in differentiating between posed and
spontaneous expressions[186] [107].
Temporal information can be utilized in 3D as well [167]. But the problem
in using 3D models is that there are huge computational and storage require-
ments that make it impractical for real time. But there is a good scope for
exploring this area as well, and overcoming this limitation.
As far as expressions are concerned, most of the work is done to recognize
posed six basic expressions or AUs (rows E1 and E4). However it has been
identified by researchers [150] [63] that the emotions exhibited by human be-
ings in day to day life accompanies facial expressions which are beyond just
the six basic expressions. On the other hand, FACS on their own do not give
much information about the facial expressions of a person. The FACS need to
be integrated in order to recognize emotions. The area which needs attention
is the recognition of subtle expressions (row E3) and it is encouraging to see
works emerging in this direction.
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Other conclusions that can be made from Table 2.1 are as follows:
• There is a need to experiment on real world data (columns D2, D4, D11
and D14) which includes many practical difficulties such as pose and
illumination variation, occlusion etc.
• It would also be interesting to experiment on group data either video
or images (column D6) for ER. This can be useful to find the overall
response of an audience involving many people.
• Multiple images of a person have not been explored for FER (column
D5). The multiple images in this context refers to the images of a person
over a long time period. There is a possibility that the way a person
exhibits facial expressions varies with time. So, it is worth studying the
effect of aging on facial expression display.
• There are differences in opinion over the point whether 2D image based
approaches are better or the 3D model based approaches. But a combina-
tion of 2D images and 3D models can be used for FER. Very few works
have addressed this issue (column D9).
• Dimensional representation of emotions is still less popular due to its























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.2.7 Directions Beyond Traditional Emotion Recognition
Traditional emotion recognition involves recognizing the 6 basic emotions posed
by actors in a controlled environment. However real life data is far beyond
these constraints. Considering this, the trend is to go beyond traditional emo-
tion recognition. This section briefly mentions some of those directions.
Considering Facial Expression Recognition, most of the early works were
for frontal faces but recently few works have dealt specifically with non-frontal
facial expressions [88] [99] [119] [224] [225]. [88] proposed to use view based
classifiers based on appearance based features such as Linear Binary Patterns
(LBPs), Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT).
Apart from the basic emotions, researchers are attempting to recognize
more subtle expressions such as pain [13] [107], depression [60], fatigue [90]
and other cognitive states like agreeing, concentrated, disagreeing, interested,
thinking, confused and frustration [215] [155] [63] [93] [209] [161]. [27] de-
tected stress in speech signal using acoustic features. It was shown that fea-
tures based on cepstral analysis such as LPCC, One-Sided Autocorrelation Lin-
ear Predictive Coding Cepstral Coefficients (OSALPCC) and MFCC clearly
outperform the performance of the linear-based features of Linear Predictive
Coding (LPC) and One-Sided Autocorrelation Linear Predictive Coding (OS-
ALPC).
[215] went beyond the six basic emotions to recognize 4 other cognitive
states namely interest, boredom, puzzlement and frustration using a bimodal
approach. 12 facial features were tracked to obtain visual features while pitch
and energy were used as audio features. However these cognitive states were
acted out. Sebe et al. [155] used motion of facial features and prosody features
to recognize 6 basic emotions along with confusion, interest, boredom and
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frustration from video sequences.
There are works which deal with less constrained environments. [73] used
a dimensional approach (Valence-Arousal representation) to recognize emo-
tions from movies. They used 10 audio features based on Mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCC), Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), Zero Crossing Rate
(ZCR), pitch information and variation of chroma elements. [100] used pitch,
log energy, formant, mel-band energies, MFCCs as the base features, along
with velocity/acceleration of pitch and MFCCs to form feature streams. Pitch
and energy were experimentally found to be the most important features. Ex-
periments were performed on AIBO database to recognize 5 emotions Anger,
Boredom, Happiness, Neutrality and Sadness.
Schuller et al. [153] integrated Part-of-Speech and higher semantic tagging
in addition to using the spoken words directly to recognize Motherese, Em-
phatic, Neutral and Angry classes. The data used was in the form of recordings
of children interacting with pet robots. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
was used to extract the speech content from the recordings. Lee et al. [102]
used low level descriptors namely zero crossing rate, root mean square energy,
pitch, harmonics-to-noise ratio, and 12 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and
their deltas. 12 statistical functionals computed for every low level descrip-
tor were used to recognize Anger, Emphasis, Positive emotions, Neutrality
and Resting. The data used had emotions elicited through affective scenario
prompts.
[216] recognized positive and negative emotions using the Adult Attach-
ment Interview database. Facial textures were used along with total 20 prosodic
features for the task. Simon et al. [158] recognized 10 AUs from spontaneous
facial displays. SIFT features extracted at facial feature points were used in
conjunction with k-segment SVM classifier. Yang et al. [208] proposed to use
compositional features to recognize low intensity AUs. These compositional
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features were formed by combining local appearance based features from dif-
ferent facial regions. Park and Kim [136] recognized subtle facial expressions
by magnifying the motion vectors at prominent facial feature points.
From the distribution of the works on Emotion Recognition, the areas need-
ing attention were identified (Section 2.2.4). Out of the different ways of going
beyond traditional emotion recognition, this thesis focuses on working with a
difficult data as defined in section 2.2.
2.3 Automated Personality Assessment
Most of the research on automatic assessment of personality has attempted
to directly predict the personality scores using features extracted from audio
and/or video. Personality scores have five dimensions in accordance with the
Five Factor Model (FFM). These five dimensions (five factors or traits) are
Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism
and are also refered to as the Big Five personality traits. Details on the FFM
are presented in section 5.1.
To the best of our knowledge, automatic assessment of personality was first
attempted by Argamon et al. [11] using lexical clues from informally written
text. They tried to distinguish high level from low level of Neuroticism and
Extraversion in authors of such texts. It was identified that lexical features
were effective in predicting Neuroticism. However, improvement was needed
in predicting Extraversion. Oberlander and Nowson [127] tried to improve
the approach of Argamon et al. by extending to other personality dimensions.
They identified four of the five personality traits (excluding Openness) from a
corpus of web blogs using n-gram textual features. Their results were com-
parable across the four personality traits. Zen et al. [214] estimated levels of
extraversion and neuroticism of a person using clues from proxemics and visual
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attention. Proxemics refers to the interpersonal distances which an individual
prefers. Other features used are extracted from the people tracking results and
head orientation estimation.
Different from the works which identify only few of the five personality
traits mentioned in the FFM, Mairesse et al. [111] [112] introduced acoustic
features and used them along with lexical features to assess all the Big-Five
personality traits. The acoustic features used were pitch statistics, intensity
statistics, voiced time and speech rate (words per second). It was observed that
Extraversion was the easiest to predict using spoken language. Mohammadi et
al. [118] identified all of the Big-Five personality traits using prosodic features.
The performance was above chance except for Openness with a satisfactory
recognition rate observed only for Extraversion (76.3%) and Conscientiousness
(72.0%).
The accuracy of automatic personality assessment algorithms is still not
satisfactory for all the Big-Five traits.
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Chapter 3
Utilizing 3D information for Facial
Expression Recognition
Facial Expression Recognition (FER) can be performed using either 2D images
or 3D face models. Most of the earlier works used images as the data for de-
veloping FER algorithms. This approach to FER using images is known as the
image based approach. However, the image based approach has its limitations
[211]. Especially, in exhibiting an expression, the facial muscles move and the
change is reflected in the facial skin. The skin motion is in 3D which cannot
be captured accurately with 2D images of the face.
A step towards using full 3D information is using range images which are
grayscale images in which the intensity values at a pixel is proportional to the
depth of the object at that pixel. Yabui et al. [206] used range images for FER.
Analogous to the ‘Eigenfaces’ used in [184], the basis eigenvectors obtained
from range images were called ‘3d-classic eigenfaces’. This approach has the
advantage of being robust to illumination changes since the texture information
is not taken into consideration. However, 3D information about the face can be
more accurately obtained with higher resolution using 3D models as compared
to range images. The approaches using 3D models of the face for FER can be
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called as the 3D model based approaches.
3.1 Database Used
To facilitate research on 3D facial expression analysis, a 3D facial expression
database was constructed [211] at Binghamton University which has proved
to be very useful for facial behavior research. We have used the 3D models
provided in this database (known as the BU-3DFE database). This implies an
assumption that the 3D face models are available to us which is a valid assump-
tion considering the fact that as 3D imaging is advancing, 3D face models can
be acquired in real time [1]. Devices like Microsoft Kinect [2] can be used
to acquire both color and depth information. Currently there may be prob-
lems with the resolution of the acquired depth and color images. However it is
expected that resolution of Kinect sensor will improve in the near future. Res-
olution problems can also be addressed by developing FER algorithms to deal
with low resolutions.
Another way of getting 3D face models is using face reconstruction tech-
niques. Usually for multimedia applications, data available is in the form of
2D image sequences. 3D face models can be reconstructed from videos if the
person moves his face to show different views of his face. This technology
known as face reconstruction uses example-based methods, stereo methods,
video-based methods and silhouette-based methods to obtain 3D locations of
a few facial landmark points with reference to a fixed origin. 3D location of
a sufficiently large number of facial points approximates the 3D model for the
full face. Hence our premise of availability of 3D data is valid. For a survey on
3D face reconstruction please refer to [166].
The BU-3DFE database, used in this work, contains the triangulated 3D
mesh models and 2D facial textures for 100 subjects. The shapes are provided
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Figure 3.1: Sample images of the 3D models from the BU-3DFE database.
Four gradations of expressions are shown. Top row: Anger and Disgust; middle
row: Fear and Happiness; bottom row: Sadness and Surprise
in the form of triangulated mesh models (Fig.3.2b). A triangular mesh is a
graph, G = (V, T ) with V denoting the set of vertices, and T denoting a set
of triangles T = (p¯i, p¯j, p¯k) , where p¯i, p¯j, p¯k ∈ V [166]. Along with the ge-
ometrical coordinates, color (R,G,B) values are provided for all the vertices in
each facial model. Each subject has models for 4 gradations of 6 expressions
and a neutral model. There are 2500 face models in total. To help the re-
searchers in analyzing properties of Facial Feature Points (FFPs), the database
also provides (x, y, z) coordinates and color (R,G,B) for 83 corresponding fa-
cial points on each facial model. Some of the sample images for the 3D models
in the database are given in Figure 3.1 with the 83 FFPs shown in Figure 3.2a.
3.2 3D Residues for Subject Dependent FER
3.2.1 Problem Formulation
Few closely related works need to be discussed whose limitations lay down
the need for the proposed work. Soyel and Demirel [163] compute five 3D
facial distances. These distances are shown in green lines in Figure 3.3a. To
deal with varying facial sizes, these facial distances are normalized using the
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a. b.
Figure 3.2: a) 83 Facial Feature Points marked on each 3D face model are
available in the BU-3DFE database. b) 3D models are in the form of triangu-
lated mesh models.
distance between the outermost point of right-face contour and the outermost
point of left-face contour (blue line in Figure 3.3a).
It is proposed that these normalized facial distances characterize facial ex-
pressions. E.g. upon smiling, lips are stretched apart which means that a large
distance between lip corners indicates a happy expression. But there has to be
a reference with respect to which we can say if this distance is large or not. For
some persons, this distance may be large even in neutral state while for another
person even on smiling this distance may be small. Size of lips may not just
depend on the size of the face so normalizing facial distances by face size is
insufficient.
Figure 3.4 illustrates that size of facial parts such as lips, mouth etc. may
not depend on the size of the face as a whole. If a person X has a bigger face
that another person Y , it does not imply that X ′s nose is also longer than the
nose of Y . Because of these interpersonal variations, we cannot say that facial
distances characterize expressions unless there is a reference to these facial
distances in the neutral face of the person. If the distance between lip corners
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a. b.
Figure 3.3: Distance features used in related works: a. The distances marked
in green; normalized by the distance between points 10 and 11 (blue); are used
in [163] as features. b. Distances used for extracting discriminating features in
the method proposed by Tang and Huang [172] using manual features.
increases with respect to that distance in a neutral face, then it is possible that
the person is smiling showing happy expression.
To illustrate the deficiency in taking facial distances as features, an example
is presented in the first row of Figure 3.4, where the mouth opening (distance
between points 1 and 2 in Figure 3.4a.) for a person with neutral face is more
than that for a person smiling fully, even after normalization by facial scale. But
this distance is expected to be more in a smiling face as compared to a neutral
face. In order to analyse this defect over the full database, histograms showing
the distribution of mouth opening over all the subjects for the six expressions
are shown in Figure 3.5a. The distributions for different expressions have a
significant overlap. For comparison, residue for left lip corner was considered
since it indicates an increase in the mouth opening upon exhibiting expression.
Figure 3.5b. shows that Happiness; which is characterised by an increase in
mouth opening; is better discriminated from other expressions using residue
for the left lip corner.
Similarly, in Figure 3.4b., same problem is encountered in measuring the












Figure 3.4: Ambiguities due to measurement of absolute distances. Mouth
opening is more in neutral than in expression and mouth height is more in
neutral than in Happiness. The distances given are normalized using d56.
are the normalized by facial scale i.e. the distance between points 5 and 6
(Figure 3.4). Figure 3.6 compares histogram distributions for mouth height
and residues and it is observed that residue for the mid-point of lower lip may
be discriminative for surprise.
Because of interpersonal variations, using the 3D facial distances on the
expressive facial model can lead to wrong predictions. This distance measure
is referred to hereafter as the absolute distance. The problem in using absolute
distances will also be encountered in using coordinate positions of the 3D facial
feature points as features [223] [110], since features computed using absolute
distances are nothing but linear combination of coordinate positions.
Major contribution of the proposed work is to utilize the ‘3D flow’ for FER
instead of difference of facial distances or just using 2D optical flow which has
been previously used by researchers. ‘Flow’ refers to the displacement of a
facial point from neutral face to the expressive face and it utilizes information
about the change that occurs in the face upon exhibiting an expression.
As a second contribution, an important issue has been discussed in this
work which has not been addressed previously for 3D FER. In real time situ-
ations, a person might not exhibit expressions with full intensity. So, there is
a need to refine the existing expression recognition systems to cope up with
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the expressions of moderate or less intensity. Only in [122], all the four gra-
dations are used for experimentation. However, not much analysis is done in
accessing the performance of their expression recognition systems on the lower
intensity gradations. To our knowledge, other works on the BU-3DFE database
have used either the two highest gradations or do not explicitly mention about
the gradations used for experimentation. We have tested our algorithm on all
the four gradations of the expressions in set 1 of the experiments. A deeper
analysis has also been performed through more rigorous experimentation.
Similar to the proposed approach, Tang and Huang [172] used the infor-
mation from the change of the face shape from neutral to expression in the
form of 24 normalized Euclidean distances between FFPs. These features are
called ‘manual features’ by Tang and Huang (Tang and Huang’s method will
be refered to as the ‘other’ method, henceforth). An automatic feature selec-
tion method is also proposed by them which selects relevant features from a
pool of possible features. These features are called ‘auto features’. First ab-
solute distances between a subset of the feature points are calculated. Then
the corresponding distances in the neutral face are subtracted from those in the
expressive face. These difference of distances (called henceforth as ‘difference
features’) form the feature pool. In this work further references to Tang and
Huang’s method indicate the method using manual features.
Difference features may not be robust in discriminating between two mo-
tions in different directions. Consider a pair of FFPs (Figure 3.7a.), A and B
separated by a distance dAB on an expressionless face. Let these points move
to A′ and B′, respectively when expression is exhibited and the new distance
between them be dA′B′ . The difference feature for this pair of FFPs is given
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a. Histograms for absolute distance feature
b. Histograms for residue
Figure 3.5: Comparing residues with absolute distance features for mouth
width (opening). Increase in mouth opening is related to the motion of the
left lip corner in the x-direction. Happiness is better discriminated from other
expressions using residues than using absolute distance. See section 3.2.1 for
detailed explanation.
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a. Histograms for absolute distance feature
b. Histograms for residue
Figure 3.6: Comparing residues with absolute distance features for mouth
height. Increase in mouth height is related to the motion of the mid-point
of the lower lip in the y-direction. Surprise is better discriminated from other




Figure 3.7: Shortcomings in taking difference of distances as features
by:
fAB = dA′B′ − dAB
= A′A′′ +B′B′′ (3.1)
In another case with points C and D, the difference feature is given by
fCD = dC′D′ − dCD
= C ′C ′′ +D′D′′ (3.2)
Although fAB = fCD, the motion of the two pairs of points is quite differ-
ent. Similarly, in Figure 3.7b.,A,B move toA′, B′ in one case and toA′′, B′′ in
the other. Difference features are unable to discriminate between these move-
ments which are in different directions altogether. This defect will be there
in both manual and auto features used by the other method since both feature
representations use difference features. Such ambiguities reflected in even a
few of the features can lead to misclassification.
3D flow which is proposed in this work captures both the magnitude and
direction of the change in the position of Facial Feature Points upon exhibiting
an expression. This makes 3D flow more effective than difference features.
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3.2.2 Feature Extraction
The 3D shapes are in the form of triangulated mesh models described in section
3.1 (Fig. 3.2b). Let the vertex coordinates of these 3D shapes be stored in ma-




i , ....., S
ej
100. Here i = 1 to 100 corresponds to
the person, e corresponds to the expression and j corresponds to the gradation
(intensities) of the expression e.g. gradations 1 to 4 of Happiness expression.
Including different intensities of expressions is important because in real life
we display both exaggerated and mild expressions. Seji is a Nv × 3 matrix,
with Nv being the number of vertices in the model and 3 corresponds to x, y
and z coordinate positions. Seji contains vertices spread over the full face. 83
of these vertices correspond to prominent facial feature points (FFPs). Let the
matrix containing coordinates of these 83 FFPs be represented as Deji .




tr , Dntr, D
ej
tes and Dntes are given.
Here tr ∈ TR and tes ∈ TES. TR and TES denote sets of characters used
for ‘training’ and ‘test’ respectively and superscript n denotes ‘neutral’. Note
that the full shape matrices S’s are required to determine nose tip (See ‘Pre-
processing’ below). The problem is to classify the test data into one of the six
expressions. We achieve this using the following algorithm.
Pseudocode of the proposed algorithm (See section 3.2.2 for the nota-
tions used):
1. Inputs:
• 3D models of the test face, Sntes (all vertices), with the positions of
83 FFPs given in the form of matrices,Dntes andD
ej
tes corresponding
to neutral and expression,respectively.
• N training examples (Sejtr , Dejtr and Dntr ) with expression labels.
• A multi-class classifier
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2. For Dntes and D
ej
tes, do the preprocessing (see below).




4. Preprocess the training data in a similar way as the test data and train the
classifier.
5. Feed Xejtes to the classifier
6. Output: The expression to which test data belongs.
Preprocessing
The raw 3D models, do not have the coordinate axes centered at the same point
of the face. In the preprocessing, all the face models are aligned in such a
way that the coordinate systems of all the face models have their origins at
the nose tip. The nose tip is located by finding the highest vertex (i.e. one
with the maximum z coordinate value) in the nose region. The nose region
is found with reference to the positions of feature points lying near the nose
tip. FFP coordinate values are normalized by dividing them by the distance
between the outermost point of right-face contour and the outermost point of
left-face contour (blue line in Figure 3.3a). This normalization takes care of
the variations in face sizes across different persons.
Calculating 3D flow







Here i,e,n and j refer to the person, expression, neutral and gradation, re-
spectively. F eji is a three dimensional matrix. To form the feature matrix we
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Table 3.1: Details about training and test datasets for both sets of experiments
Training data Testing data
Set1 30 males 5 males
30 females 5 females
3 gradations The remaining gradation
which is not used for training
Set2 25 males 5 males(Outside the training set)
25 females 5 females(Outside the training set)
Gradations are same for both
training and test datasets
convert F eji into a two dimensional matrix by horizontally concatenating the
3D flow matrix. If the 3D flows are represented by (dx, dy, dz), then the first
one-third columns of the resultant two dimensional matrix correspond to dx,
next one-third correspond to dy and the last one-third columns correspond to
dz. The resultant matrix is the feature matrix denoted by Xejt . Both the testing
and training matrices have the same 2D structure.
3.2.3 Classification
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning tool which is used
for classification and regression problems. It finds a separating hyperplane in
a higher dimension. SVM is used as the classifier for our experiments [35]
and its performance is compared with that of Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA). In training SVM, before feeding the feature matrices, values for each
feature (each column) are scaled to the range of [0,1]. The testing data is also
scaled using the same method as used for training data. For example, assume
that the first feature of training data is scaled from [-10; +10] to [-1; +1]. If
the first attribute of testing data is lying in the range [-11; +8], we must scale
the testing data to [-1.1; +0.8]. We use RBF kernel for SVM which has two
main parameters which need to be tuned viz. C and γ such that the classifier
performs accurately on unknown data. A grid search is used to get the best
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set of parameters using v-fold cross validation (v = 5 in our experiments).
For each set of (C, γ) values, cross validation is performed and the set for
which cross validation accuracy is maximum is used for classifying the test
data. Details can be found in [87].
3.2.4 Experimental Results and Discussions
This work utilizes the spatial positions (x, y, z) for analysis, leaving out the
(R,G,B) values. The matrix having these spatial coordinate values is a p×f×3
matrix. Here p, f and 3 correspond to number of persons, number of FFPs and
x,y and z (3 in number), respectively.
For the experiments, 60 subjects are chosen. 30 of them are female and 30
are male. Two sets of experiments were performed:
1. To check the performance of our method in classifying previously unseen
gradations of expressions. We train the system on lower gradations of
expressions and test on higher gradations.
2. To check the classification performance of our method in classifying ex-
pressions of previously unseen persons (Person Independent scenario).
These experiments involve testing on persons who were not used for
training the system.
In each of the two sets of experiments, we also compare our performance
with Tang and Huang’s method using manual features, which was briefly de-
scribed in section 3.2.1. For comparison this method is chosen since it also
utilizes the geometric properties of FFPs in 3D space for the task of FER. This
work is very close to the proposed work.
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Table 3.2: Confusion matrices of the classification results for Set 1 of exper-
iments. An: Anger, Di: Disgust, Fe: Fear, Ha: Happiness, Sa: Sadness, Su:
Surprise. Training: 60 subjects, Testing: 10 subjects whose three gradations of
expressions are used for training and remaining one gradation for testing.
(a) Our method
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 80 0 10 0 10 0
Di 10 70 20 0 0 0
Fe 0 0 70 20 10 0
Ha 10 10 40 40 0 0
Sa 10 0 10 0 80 0
Su 10 0 0 0 0 90
(b) Tang and Huang [172]
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 50 10 10 0 30 0
Di 10 70 10 0 10 0
Fe 0 0 70 10 20 0
Ha 10 10 40 40 0 0
Sa 10 0 30 0 60 0
Su 20 0 0 0 20 60
Training: Gradations 2,3 and 4
Testing: Gradation 1
(c) Our method
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 80 0 0 10 10 0
Di 0 100 0 0 0 0
Fe 0 0 70 20 0 10
Ha 0 0 0 100 0 0
Sa 20 0 20 0 60 0
Su 0 0 0 0 0 100
(d) Tang and Huang [172]
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 50 0 20 10 20 0
Di 0 60 20 20 0 0
Fe 10 0 40 20 30 0
Ha 0 0 10 90 0 0
Sa 20 0 10 10 60 0
Su 0 10 10 0 0 80
Training: Gradations 1,3 and 4
Testing: Gradation 2
(e) Our method
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 70 10 0 0 20 0
Di 0 100 0 0 0 0
Fe 0 0 90 10 0 0
Ha 0 0 0 100 0 0
Sa 0 0 0 0 100 0
Su 0 0 0 0 0 100
(f) Tang and Huang [172]
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 70 0 0 10 20 0
Di 0 80 0 10 10 0
Fe 0 0 80 20 0 0
Ha 0 0 0 100 0 0
Sa 10 0 20 10 60 0
Su 0 0 0 0 10 90
Training: Gradations 1,2 and 4
Testing: Gradation 3
(g) Our method
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 90 0 0 0 10 0
Di 0 100 0 0 0 0
Fe 0 0 100 0 0 0
Ha 0 0 0 100 0 0
Sa 0 0 10 0 90 0
Su 0 0 0 0 0 100
(h) Tang and Huang [172]
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 80 10 0 10 0 0
Di 0 80 0 20 0 0
Fe 0 0 70 20 10 0
Ha 0 0 0 100 0 0
Sa 10 0 20 10 60 0
Su 0 0 0 0 0 100
Training: Gradations 1,2 and 3
Testing: Gradation 4
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Table 3.3: Confusion matrices of the classification results for set 2 of exper-
iments. An: Anger, Di: Disgust, Fe: Fear, Ha: Happiness, Sa: Sadness, Su:
Surprise. Training: 50 subjects, Testing: 10 subjects outside training set.
(a) Our method
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 80 0 0 5 15 0
Di 0 95 0 5 0 0
Fe 0 0 90 10 0 0
Ha 0 5 0 95 0 0
Sa 0 0 10 0 90 0
Su 0 0 0 0 0 100
(b) Tang and Huang [172]
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 70 0 5 5 20 0
Di 5 80 0 10 5 0
Fe 10 0 75 15 0 0
Ha 0 0 0 100 0 0
Sa 5 0 20 10 65 0
Su 5 5 5 0 5 80
Gradations 3 and 4
(c) Our method
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 70 0 7.5 5 17.5 0
Di 2.5 87.5 0 10 0 0
Fe 0 0 67.5 27.5 2.5 2.5
Ha 5 2.5 12.5 80 0 0
Sa 7.5 0 15 2.5 75 0
Su 2.5 2.5 0 0 0 95
(d) Tang and Huang [172]
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 65 5 2.5 7.5 20 0
Di 7.5 75 5 10 2.5 0
Fe 7.5 2.5 52.5 17.5 15 5
Ha 2.5 2.5 0 92.5 0 2.5
Sa 17.5 0 22.5 7.5 52.5 0
Su 5 2.5 0 0 7.5 85
Gradations 1,2,3 and 4
Set 1 of experiments
Set 1 of the experiments aims at assessing the classification performance when
previously unseen gradations of expressions are encountered. This situation is
possible when our classifier is trained to classify only higher intensity expres-
sions and the test data contains low gradations of expressions or vice-versa.
These experiments are important considering the difficulty in training the clas-
sifier for all possible gradations of expressions that can be exhibited by differ-
ent persons. If the performance of classifier is good over previously unseen
gradations, it can recognize expressions of various gradations.
In set 1 of experiments, out of the four gradations of expressions, three
are used for training and the remaining one gradation is used for testing which
will serve as the previously unseen gradation. Even for the same person, the
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expression at a lower gradation can be very differently exhibited as the same
expression at a higher gradation. Consequently, we can also test on previously
unseen gradations of the same person. Therefore, test subjects are included in
the training database but testing is done with the gradation for which data is
not trained.
Set 2 of experiments
In set 2 of the experiments, it is assumed that we have captured the data for all
the gradations of expressions for each of the person in the training database.
The aim in this set of experiments is to see how well the proposed method
performs on previously unseen persons rather than gradations. We train the
classifier with all four gradations of a specific set of persons but test on dif-
ferent set of persons. In [172] results are reported only for the highest two
gradations of expressions. For comparison with their method, experiments are
also performed using only the two highest gradations. In this set of experi-
ments the proposed approach has been compared with the standard approach
using 2D optical flow. Feature selection has also been explored.
The details about training and testing data for both sets of experiments is
given in Table 3.1. Please note that for testing, in addition to the expressive 3D
facial model, a model of the subject’s neutral face is also needed.
Results and Discussions
Classification results for sets 1 and 2 are given in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3,
respectively in the form of confusion matrices. In the confusion matrix an el-
ement (i, j) (i.e. row corresponding to expression i and column to expression
j) shows the number of test samples which were predicted to belong to expres-
sion j when the sample actually belongs to expression i. Results are compared
with that of Tang and Huang’s method using manual features on the same pair
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Table 3.4: Comparison of the average recognition rates of our method and
the method in [172] for set 1 of experiments. Training: 60 subjects, Testing:
10 subjects whose three gradations of expressions are used for training and
remaining one gradation for testing.
Gradation Avg. Recognition
of Expression Rate (%)
Training Testing Tang and Huang [172] Our method
2,3,4 1 58.3 71.7
1,3,4 2 63.3 85.0
1,2,4 3 80.0 93.3
1,2,3 4 81.7 96.7
of training and test datasets. Clearly the performance of our method is much
better.
Table 3.5: Comparison of the average recognition rates of our method and the
method in [172] for set 2 of experiments. Training set: 50 subjects, Testing set:
10 subjects outside training set.




The average recognition rate in recognizing six expressions are also com-
pared for set 1 and set 2 of the experiments in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, re-
spectively. For set 1 of experiments, it is observed that with an increase in the
gradation (from 1 to 4) of the test expression , both methods perform better.
This indicates that higher gradations of expressions seem to convey more in-
formation about the expression while the lower grades of expressions are much
closer to the neutral and also to one another. However our method performs
much better even when all four gradations are tested.
In set 2 of experiments, it is observed (Table 3.5) that the average recog-
nition rate is less when all four gradations are taken. The reason for this is
similar to what we have just explained. The difference in between neutral and
the lower gradations of expressions is not expected to be very evident but the
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Figure 3.8: Variation of recognition accuracy of SVM and LDA with train-
ing data size. Observe that the performance of LDA is affected more by the
training data size. Experiments have been conducted using all 4 gradations of
expressions, as in set 2 of experiments.
difference is more prominent for higher gradations.
For set 2, the performance of SVM classifier is compared with that of LDA.
Results are presented in the form of the confusion matrices in Table 3.6 and
the average recognition rates are compared in Table 3.7. From the results, it
is found the SVM perform much better than LDA especially when only grada-
tions 3 and 4 are considered. A possible reason can be non-linear separation
of classes in feature space. Non-linear separation is indicated by the number
of support vectors in training the SVMs [219]. Due to complicated decision
boundaries, usually number of support vectors increases with the non-linearity
of the data. The number of support vectors were found to be 376 out of the
total 600 training samples which comes out to be around 63% which is a large
fraction. This indicates the possibility of non-linear separation of data which
is better resolved by SVMs than LDA.
In the case of LDA, a slight increase in accuracy was observed when all four
gradations are considered. Intuitively, this is unexpected but it should be noted
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Table 3.6: Confusion matrices of the classification results for set 2 of exper-
iments with SVM and LDA as classifiers. An: Anger, Di: Disgust, Fe: Fear,
Ha: Happiness, Sa: Sadness, Su: Surprise.
SVM LDA
a. Gradations 3 and 4
SVM LDA
b. Gradations 1,2,3 and 4
that LDA considers the whole training data set in determining the discrimi-
nant function, the performance depending on the size of training dataset [104].
Hence a 2% improvement in the recognition accuracy could be attributed to the
increase in training data size which improved recognition accuracy more than
the decrease in accuracy due to inclusion of lower intensity expressions. On
the other hand SVM looks at the support vectors and not the whole data dis-
tribution and its performance doesn’t depend a lot on the size of training data.
To validate this reasoning, experiments were conducted with different sizes of
training dataset using all four gradations. Results are shown in Figure 3.8. It
can be seen that LDA’s performance worsens with a decrease in training data
size while SVM’s performance doesn’t suffer that much for a smaller training
data size.
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Table 3.7: Comparison of the average recognition rates using SVM and LDA
as classifiers for set 2 of experiments.




An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 80 0 0 5 15 0
Di 0 95 0 5 0 0
Fe 0 0 90 10 0 0
Ha 0 5 0 95 0 0
Sa 0 0 10 0 90 0
Su 0 0 0 0 0 100
Average Recognition Rate
with depth information = 91.7%
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su
An 80 0 5 0 15 0
Di 5 85 0 10 0 0
Fe 5 0 60 15 20 0
Ha 0 5 5 90 0 0
Sa 5 0 5 5 85 0
Su 0 0 0 0 0 100
Average Recognition Rate
without depth information = 83.3%
Table 3.8: Efficacy of using 3D flow than just using 2D optical flow.
In Table 3.9, our performance is compared with that of other recent works
on recognizing facial expressions. Only those works have been compared with,
which are evaluated on the BU-3DFE database which is a publicly available
benchmarked data set. Works using their own databases; many of which are not
publicly available; have been excluded to maintain uniformity in comparison.
From Table 3.9, it is observed that [110] reports an Average Recognition
Rate (A.R.R.) of 96.1% which appears to be higher than that of our method.
However, the A.R.R. reported in [110] is for binary classification tasks namely
Anger vs. non-Anger, Disgust vs. non-Disgust and so on. Usually, a two-class
classification is considered to be easier than a multi-class classification and the
possiblity of confusing between different expressions is less with fewer classes.
[110] does not report six class classification results.
Comparison with standard 2D optical flow Experiments were also con-
ducted to show that the 3D flow is more informative than just the 2D optical
flow. This is achieved by first performing FER using residues of all the three
(x, y, z) coordinates and then using residues for only the (x, y) coordinates.
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Maalej[110] 96.1 Experimented on 20 subjects performing






Table 3.9: Comparison of the performances of works on the BU-3DFE
database. A.R.R.: Average Recognition Rate.
This experiment is a part of the set 2 of the experiments and was performed us-
ing only the gradations 3 and 4 of the expressions. Results are shown in Table
3.8 in the form of the confusion matrices for the two experiments. It is clear
that the classification accuracy is much higher when the depth information is
also included for the classification purpose.
Feature Selection Presently, the feature vector has residues for each of the
83 FFPs along x, y and z directions. This leads to a feature vector of dimen-
sion 83× 3 = 249. It might be possible that not all the features corresponding
to 249 dimensions are relevant. Therefore, feature selection was tried out us-
ing the Fisher ratio test [197]. Dimensionality reduction methods such as the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) transform the features to another space.
It is not clear if features which are discriminative in original space will also
be discriminative in the reduced space after applying PCA. So we do feature
selection in the original data space. It was observed that feature selection does
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Figure 3.9: Variation of Recognition Rate (average) with number of features.
It can be observed that feature selection could not improve the performance.
The results are for set 2 of experiments.
not improve the results. The best performance of 91.7% was obtained using
153 features which is the same as using all features. A variation of Average
Recognition Rate with number of features is shown in Figure 3.9.
In Figure 3.10, we also give some examples of images where the the method
in [172] could not give correct classification. These cases were correctly clas-
sified by our method. Similar problems are expected in the automatic method
suggested in [172] as well, because of taking distance measures (a problem re-
ferred to in section 3.2.1). Moreover, the proposed approach takes into account
the 3D flow of each of the 83 points. Thus, variations on all parts of eye, brow
etc are captured giving a better idea of the total variation.
In Figure 3.10a a curling of lips is observed which could not be captured
by the other method. This is due to taking fewer number of points on the
lips for feature calculation. In Figure 3.10c, due to lip stretching, there is an
ambiguity for the feature corresponding to lip width. It is classified as happy
since happy also has stretched lips. The movement of other parts of the face











Figure 3.10: Some misclassified images using the method in [172]. These
were correctly classified by our method.
in other expressions. But with our method, no ambiguity will be there since the
movement of other points gives indication of happy expression. Also, points
on the nose change a lot but have not been considered in [172]. Similarly, the
expression in Figure 3.10b is misclassified as sad. Here the lip corner move
upwards but generally in sad expression, lip corners move downwards. The
ambiguity is related to Figure 3.7b. This ambiguity can be the possible cause
of misclassification. In our method directional content of the motion avoids
this ambiguity.
3.2.5 Limitations
There are a few improvements possible in using 3D residues which are listed
as below and motivate us to use Deformation Modeling for FER (Section 3.3):
1. The present algorithm requires a neutral 3D model of the test subject
which may not be possible in actual testing conditions. Having the neu-
tral 3D model of the person is only possible for known subjects. To
overcome this problem, motion of FFPs can be modeled and observing
motion of FFPs between any two grades of expression can give a clue
about the expression without actual need of a neutral.
2. Presently the feature dimensionality is 249 which is very high. Prelim-
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Figure 3.11: Movement of the right lip corner while exhibiting happy expres-
sion.
inary experiments on feature selection did not prove to be helpful and
needs to be explored more deeply.
3.3 Deformation Modeling: Subject Independent
FER
3.3.1 Background
One of the challenges identified in the method using 3D residues is to obtain
subject independence (Section 3.2.5) which enables the algorithm to generalize
to novel faces. Apart from the issue of availability of the neutral face model,
there are other difficulties as well when a neutral model is needed. E.g. Even
if a person is monitored using a video camera; it is difficult to ascertain when
the face is actually neutral. Requirement of a neutral 3D model limits the ap-
plication of FER methods. The method proposed in this section overcomes this
limitation as it does not need any neutral 3D model of the test subject.
The proposed approach models facial deformations caused by expressions.
Deformation of a face is reflected by the movement of various landmark points
on the face. To understand how an expression is modeled, consider Figure
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Figure 3.12: Classification scheme for the proposed algorithm. Fis represent
the relevant feature set for each of the six expressions while Dis represents the
decision value estimates of the query expression for each of the six expressions.
3.11 where the right lip corner position moves from point p1 to p4 from a low
gradation of the ‘Happiness’ expression to the highest gradation of the same
expression. Gradation refers to the intensity of the expression. Our proposition
is that movement of this point will be similar across different persons when they
exhibit ‘Happiness’ expression. Deformation model is a representation of that
similarity. In this work the temporal variation of 3D spatial position of the
landmark points is taken as the measure of similarity.
3.3.2 Feature Extraction
Let f ip(n) represent the p
th landmark point on the ith person at a temporal in-
stant n. Here p = 1 to 83 (corresponding to 83 facial landmark points); i = 1 to
100 (corresponding to 100 persons in the database) and n = 1 to Ns where Ns
is the number of temporal samples found out by interpolation. The pseudocode
of the proposed algorithm for feature extraction followed by classification is as
follows:
Pseudocode of the proposed algorithm (See sections 3.2.2 for notations
not defined in this section):
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1. Inputs:
• 3D models of the test face, Sntes (all vertices), with the positions of 83
FFPs given in the form of Dejtes.
• N training examples (Sejtr and Dejtr ) with expression labels.
2. For each Dejtr , find 3D position at each facial point in spherical coordinates
• Set nose tip as the origin.
• Using Cubic spline interpolation find the (x, y, z) coordinates of the point
at intensities intermediate in between gradations j and j + 1, j ∈ [1, 3].
Thus (x, y, z) coordinates f ip(n) are obtained with n = 1 to Ns.
• Transform the coordinates of f ip(n) from Cartesian ((x, y, z)) to spherical
coordinate system (r, θ, ϕ).
• Find ~¯θi0p0 and ~¯ϕi0p0 as per equation 3.4. ~¯θi0p0 and ~¯ϕi0p0 represent 3D position
of the pth0 landmark point of i
th
0 person.
3. For ith person, the feature vector is given by eq. 3.5
4. Form the feature matrixXtr by concatenating feature vectors for all the persons
in the training set.
5. Select relevant features for each expression, using the significance ratio test.
6. Train the SVM classifier using Xtr in one vs. all scheme.
7. Form testing matrix in the same way as Xtr was formed.
8. Classify the test data Xtes using one vs. all scheme of SVM.




3D face models from BU3DFE database [211] are selected for 60 subjects in
training dataset and 22 subjects in the testing dataset. (x, y, z) positions of 83
landmark points provided for all these models is utilized. It should be noted
that there are four gradations of expressions available which correspond to only
four temporal samples from neutral to peak of the expression. However, only 4
temporal samples are insufficient to have a reasonable estimation of the motion
direction. Intermediate samples are found using cubic spline interpolation. Af-
ter interpolation at a landmark point; say the left eyebrow corner; we have 61
temporal samples for each of the 60 subjects used for training and 22 subjects
used for testing.
After interpolation, the spatial positions of the points are transformed from
Cartesian to the spherical (r, θ, ϕ) coordinate system. This is because the pa-
rameters θ and ϕ directly give the required information about the 3D position
of a point with respect to the origin by just two parameters θ and ϕ instead of
three parameters, x, y and z. The parameter r is not considered here since we
are concerned with the direction of motion only. Let the θ and ϕ values for





Modeling the motion at a landmark point
For the purpose of modeling the motion direction, 3D position of the points
f ip(n) for a fixed value of p say, p0, are considered. Out of the 60 subjects
in the training dataset, a subset I composing of 30 subjects was selected at
random. 2D histograms of θip0(n) and ϕ
i
p0
(n) values were plotted for f ip0(n)
where i ∈ I . This procedure was repeated 5 times. The histograms thus found
are shown as images in Figure 3.13a. The figure shows that the histograms
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sponding to the 2D histogram in run1 and Anger expression. (See ‘Modeling
the motion at a landmark point’ below for more details.)
are consistent over all the 5 runs. This means that the temporal samples at the
landmark point for different subjects, belong to a specific nature of distribution.
This supports our proposition about the motion of landmark point being similar
in different persons. Consistency in the histograms for the same expression
and the difference in between the histograms of different expressions, clearly
shows that the motion directions are discriminative and can be used as features
for FER.
By projecting the 2D histogram on each of the θ and ϕ axes, the 2D his-




(n), separately (Figure 3.13 b. and c.). The histogram in Fig-
ure 3.13 b. is nothing but the histogram of the values of θip0(n) alone without
considering ϕip0(n). Similar is the case with Figure 3.13c. Deformations are
modeled as these 1D distributions.




them by ~¯θi0p0 and ~¯ϕ
i0
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where, θi0(1)p0 , θ
i0
(2)p0
, θi0(3)p0 and θ
i0
(4)p0
represent the mean, variance, skewness
and kurtosis of θi0p0(n) with n varying from 1to Ns. Similar notation is used for
ϕ as well.
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There are total 83 landmark points used for feature extraction. However, for
each expression, only a subset of these 83 feature points is relevant. These
subsets are chosen using the significance ratio test [197]. Six individual classi-
fiers are implemented using the one vs. all scheme of SVM. The classification
scheme is given in Figure 3.12. For a query expression, each classifier gives
a decision value estimate. Predicted expression corresponds to that expression
for which classifier gives the maximum decision value.
Results
Results of individual classification are given in the form of the Receiver Oper-
ating Characteristic (ROC) curves along with areas under the curves in Figure
3.14. It can be seen that the AUCs are very close to 1 for all the individual bi-
nary classifiers. However, in the case of fear vs. other expressions, AUC is not
that good reflecting less discrimination between Fear and other expressions.














Figure 3.14: a. to f. ROC curves for individual classifiers with the Areas under
ROC curves (AUCs).
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Figure 3.15: Confusion matrices of the classification results. An: Anger, Di:
Disgust, Fe: Fear, Ha: Happiness, Sa: Sadness, Su: Surprise. Training: 60
subjects, Testing: 22 subjects.
confusion matrix.
Classification results show that the highest recognition rate of 100% has
been achieved for Disgust. This is possibly because of a consistent curling of
nose for disgust over different subjects. The average recognition rate is 87.3%
if we ignore the results for Fear. Even including the results of Fear, the average




Recognition Applied to Multi-actor
Emotion Recognition
4.1 Emotion Recognition in Movies
As identified from the literature review (Section 2.2), most of the existing
works on ER have looked at interpreting emotions in a laboratory environment
which has constraints of sufficient illumination, minimal background auditory
noise, frontal or near-frontal facial pose, almost exaggerated facial expressions,
minimal head motions etc. However, these constraints cannot be applied to a
natural environment which we experience in real life. This brings out the neces-
sity of developing an ER approach suitable for natural environments. Recent
studies [189] have also identified this need and the work covered in this chapter
aims at recognizing human emotions in a natural environment.
An important feature of a natural environment is the presence of multiple
modalities conveying information about the emotion, prominent of which are
facial expressions, bodily gestures, speech acoustics and content of dialogs.
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Most of the works attempt to recognize human emotions using just the facial
expressions. However, psychological studies defining human emotions also say
that human emotions cannot be judged based on FER only [142] [128]. Rather
representation and recognition of emotion can be enhanced by fusing infor-
mation from multiple sensory expressions instead of just using one modality
[9].
For ER in a natural environment, an important issue is to have representa-
tive data. Most of the emotion databases record exaggerated emotions under
laboratory conditions. Even the 3D data used in the previous sections of this
thesis was lab recorded and could only incorporate one difficulty of a natural
environment, namely subtle expressions. 3D data with other difficulties of a
natural environment is not easily available due to the capture and storage com-
plexities. Consequently, in order to develop algorithms for near real life data,
2D data in the form of movie clips was chosen for further research. Movies are
closer to the natural environment as compared to lab recorded data. Another
advantage of movies is that faces, dialogues and the bodily expressions of the
movie characters are hopefully well recorded and represented. Because of this
advantage detecting events and concepts in movies has been a recent trend in
research [68] [159].
A movie contains clues for ER mainly in the form of facial expressions,
body gestures, speech acoustics and lexical clues from dialogs. Extracting rel-
evant information from visual clues becomes challenging due to variations in
facial pose and scale (Figure 4.1d). If we consider the facial feature point ap-
proach for feature extraction, facial feature localization and tracking becomes
problematic for a small face size.
Consider an image in Figure 4.1d of resolution 640 × 480 pixels. In the
image, the face region occupies a region of about 50 × 70 pixels which is just
1% area of the whole image. In such cases, relevant regions of the face such as
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Figure 4.1: a) 23 FFPs marked on the face. Red points (FFPs no. 5, 10, 11, 13,
15) show the five most discriminating points as found out by feature selection.
b-e show difficulties encountered in movie data considering the visual clues; b)
Head motion c) Face Occluded in frames d) Small face size e) No face detected.
eyes, mouth etc. will be hard to locate. Usually scale changes are dealt with, by
normalizing the extracted features using a facial distance such as the distance
between two eyes. But, this distance is shortened for a non-frontal face making
the choice of a normalizing distance difficult. Problem with pose variations is
the loss of feature points that are seen in frontal view.
With appearance based approaches, facial appearance can be extremely dif-
ferent for two different views. Shadows create extraneous edges in the face
image causing problems for filtering operations on the image.
Among other challenges, if the whole face becomes occluded (Figure 4.1c.)
tracking fails. In such cases, if the face again becomes visible, there is a possi-
bility of reinitializing the tracker. But if the face remains occluded, there is no
possible for further analysis using visual clues. Tracking can also fail because
of significant head motions (Figure 4.1b.). Sometimes, face might not be visi-
ble at all, while the dialogue is going on in the background (Figure 4.1e). This
rules out the possibility of facial expression analysis.
Extracting emotional clues from speech acoustics is affected by background
noises present in a natural environment. Out of the different possible acous-
tic features for ER, it is also challenging to identify and automatically extract
relevant features in speech signals [218]. These challenges brought out in the
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Figure 4.2: Framework for the proposed system.
context of movies are also applicable to any natural environment.
Most of the works on ER using audio related features use speech acoustics
as features. However, considering the above mentioned challenges, informa-
tion extracted from acoustic clues may be insufficient for identifying emotions
in a natural scenario. [19] mention that, “the closer we get to a realistic sce-
nario, the less reliable is prosody as an indicator of the speaker’s emotional
state”. [49] show that lexical clues can perform better for ER as compared to
acoustic clues. However, movie dialogues are very short and succinct making
lexical analysis of dialogues difficult.
In this work a bimodal framework is proposed (Figure 4.2) that attempts to
address some of the above concerns. The contribution of this work is mainly in
fusing facial expressions and emotional dialogues to classify emotions of the
movie characters into positive or negative. A novel weighting methodology
is presented to perform this fusion. Another contribution is in the form of an
improved algorithm for finding emotions from movie dialogs. As far as the two
class prediction is concerned, it can be seen as a higher level abstraction which
gives some insight into a more challenging problem with many more output
emotion categories. The two class case also gives useful statistics for movie
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recommendation purposes.
Fusion of modalities makes up for the deficiency in any one of the two
modalities. A novel methodology is proposed to determine weights given to
each modality while fusing them. An emotion understanding algorithm is also
proposed especially suited to movie dialogues. The facial expression recogni-
tion technique specifically addresses the difficult problem of facial expression
recognition under pose variations to a great extent, although we do report fail-
ures under very difficult scenarios. To our knowledge the proposed bimodal
framework and the fusion approach is novel and as experimentally shown later,
it gives promising results compared to a unimodal approach or combining vi-
sual with acoustic clues.
Application of the bimodal ER approach for Multi-actor ER has been pre-
sented in section 4.2.
4.1.1 Facial Expression Recognition
Given the input image sequence F, with the ith frame denoted by Fi, faces are
detected using the Viola-Jones multi-view detector [92] and 23 Facial Feature
Points (FFPs) are marked manually in the first frame. A frame with the neutral
face of each of the characters in the video sequence is manually selected from
the movie and FFPs are marked on it. These FFPs are tracked in the sequence
using a PPCA based algorithm [124]. Speaker detection is performed and for
the speaker (Section 4.1.5), displacements of FFPs from neutral to expression
are used as features. These displacements are also refered to as ‘residues’.
Most relevant features are selected using the significance ratio test [197] and
are used for FER in each frame using SVM classifier. The output of the FER
algorithm is the probability of each frame having a positive expression. The
expression to which majority of frames belong to, is the predicted expression
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for that image sequence. Prediction about the expression in the sequence is not
needed for fusion but is required for evaluating the performance of the FER
algorithm. The pseudocode for the algorithm is as follows:
Pseudocode of the FER algorithm:
Inputs: Training and test image sequences with a neutral frame (Denoted by
Fne) corresponding to each sequence.
Output: P iv(+/Fi)∀ i ∈ [1, Nf ]: Probability of each frame having positive
expression.
Training: for all training sequences
• Initialize the training feature matrix, Xtr=[]
• Detect faces in F1 using the Viola Jones face detector [92].
• for each face
1. Mark 23 FFPs in F1 and Fne. Let Dne be the 23× 2 matrix storing
(x, y) coordinates of 23 FFPs for neutral.
2. Track FFPs using a PPCA based algorithm [124]. Let Di store
(x, y) coordinates of FFPs for ith frame.
3. In case of more than one face detected, perform speaker detection.
• for the speaker
1. Find residue Ri , Ri = Di −Dne, normalize them and shift origin
to nose tip.
2. Let residues for ith frame be RSi (23 × 2 matrix). Form feature
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where subscripts x and y refer to residues of x and y coordinates,
respectively.
3. Train SVM classifiers using Xtr.
Testing:
• For each face in the test sequence, find Xtes as X was found in steps 1 to
2 above.
• Select relevant features using significance ratio test [197].
• Use SVM for classification of each frame into having positive or negative
expression and find the probability estimates [205].
Details of the algorithm are given in section 4.1.5.
4.1.2 Lexical Analysis
Lexical analysis of dialogues using Semantic Orientation (SO) approach [185]
can give a clue whether speaker’s expression is positive or negative. Positive
SO of a phrase indicates a positive emotion; e.g. ‘Very sweet!’ has SO = +1.68
while the phrase ‘Shameless woman!’ has SO = -1.37. SOs of some of the
dialogues are listed in Table 4.1.
First step in determining SO, is to extract emotional words or phrases. Out
of the different parts of speech; adjectives, adverbs and verbs can be used as
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Dialogues Our method [185]
You shameless woman! -1.37 NaN
I swear I won’t tell anyone. -1.98 -1.57
You punish them. You clamp them. -1.17 NaN
Acting like a gangster doesn’t scare me. -0.82 -0.41
What is going on here? -0.02 NaN
You have very soft hands. +1.84 +0.15
Dave, that was amazing! +1.45 NaN
I’ll be close by, okay? +0.14 NaN
That’s great. +1.08 NaN
That’s very sweet. +1.68 +0.62
Failures in calculating SO 15% 71.9%
Recognition accuracy 86.7% 23.2%
Table 4.1: Comparison of proposed method and method in [185] for ER using
Semantic Orientation (SO). SO value NaN shows failure in extracting emo-
tional words.
emotional words [185]. E.g. in the phrase ‘The beautiful girl danced jubi-
lantly’, the words beautiful, danced and jubilantly are adjective, verb and ad-
verb respectively and indicate a positive mood. For selecting adjectives, ad-
verbs and verbs from a dialogue, the Stanford Part Of Speech (POS) tagger
[180] [179] is applied on the dialogues.
From the relevant words, semantic orientation of a dialogue is calculated on
the lines of the algorithm proposed in [185]. Original algorithm [185] involves
extracting relevant word-pairs based on some set of rules given in Table 4.2.
On applying these rules on movie dialogues, it was observed that most of the
time, none of the word pairs satisfied any of these rules. This was because of
the difference in the structure of dialogues and sentences in a formal review.
Turney’s algorithm was proposed for classifying reviews and works well in
that domain. However, construction of sentences in a review is different from
that in a dialogue. A review is well constructed using formal style of writing.
On the other hand, dialogues are mostly short sentences without much gram-
matical consideration. For the dialogues in our dataset, the average number
of words per dialogue is only around 7 words. Due to this, many word-pairs
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Original [185]
S.No. First Word Second Word Third word
1 JJ NN or NNS anything
2 RB, RBR or RBS JJ neither NN nor NNS
3 JJ JJ neither NN nor NNS
4 NN or NNS JJ neither NN nor NNS
5 RB, RBR or RBS VB, VBD, VBN anything
or VBG
Additional rules
6 VB, VBD,VBN or VBG JJ anything
7 JJ, RB, RBR,RBS, anything anything
VB, VBD,VBN or VBG
Table 4.2: Patterns of tags for extracting two-word or single word phrases. JJ:
Noun; NN: Noun, singular or mass; NNS: Noun, plural; RB: Adverb; RBR:
Adverb, comparative; RBS: Adverb, superlative; VB: Verb; VBD: Verb, past
tense; VBN: Verb, past participle; VBG: Verb, gerund or present participle.
Both original rules and rules added by us, are shown.
could not match the original patterns given in Table 4.2. E.g. Consider the
phrase ‘That’s nice’ which indicates a positive emotion. POS tagger output
will be That DT ’s VBZ nice JJ (See the caption of Table 4.2 for an explana-
tion of the notations used). No word-pairs match the patterns. Considering
this difference, new rules were added which are listed in the last two rows of
Table 4.2 . The restriction of using a pair of words was removed considering
the brevity of the dialogues. According the additional rules, the words ’s (is)
and nice will be extracted as a phrase and checked for SO.
Semantic Orientation (SO) of the chosen phrases or words is calculated
using PMI-IR algorithm [185]. The basic idea behind the PMI-IR algorithm
is that a word with negative connotation is more likely to co-occur with a
negatively connotated word rather than a positively connotated word. Co-
occurrence for a query word or phrase is calculated using internet search en-
gines.
The Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) between two words w1 and w2 is
given by:
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Here p(w1) and p(w2) are the probabilities of occurrence of w1 and w2 re-
spectively and p(w1
⋂
w2) is the probability of co-occurrence of w1 and w2.
w1 and w2 are defined to co-occur if in a document they occur within ten
words of one another. If w1 and w2 are statistically independent, p(w1
⋂
w2) =
p(w1)× p(w2). In this case PMI(w1, w2) = 0. Thus, PMI(w1, w2) indicates
the statistical dependence between w1 and w2 or in other words, PMI(w1, w2)
gives an information about presence of one word if we see the other word.
SO of a phrase or a word Ph, is calculated as follows [185]:
SO(Ph) = PMI(Ph,E)− PMI(Ph, P ) (4.3)
where E and P refer to ‘excellent’ and ‘poor’, respectively. To calculate
PMI(Ph,E), the PMI-IR algorithm searches the query ‘Ph NEAR excellent’
in a search engine and records the total number of matching documents (or
hits). The search engine that is used in this work is Exalead search engine1
which has the NEAR operator. NEAR operator searches the simultaneous oc-
currence of two words within a space of ten words.
SO of a phrase is given by :
SO(Ph) = log2
[
hits(Ph NEAR E)hits(P )
hits(Ph NEAR P )hits(E)
]
(4.4)




4.1.3 Fusing Clues from FER and Lexical Analysis
FER gives the probability of each frame of the image sequence having a posi-
tive expression (say P iv(+/Fi)). SO is the clue from Lexical Analysis.
Fusion is achieved in a weighted fashion using two different approaches:
linear opinion pool approach and logarithmic opinion pool approach [117].
The combined probability of a video frame having positive emotion is given
as:




s Logarithmic opinion pool (4.6)
where Ps(+/D) is the probability of the video having positive emotion as de-
termined by lexical clues. Fi andD represent the ith video frames and dialogue,
respectively. Note that for all the frames, the dialogue is the same. wiv and w
i
s
are the corresponding weights for visual and lexical clues which add up to one.
The probability of the video sequence F, having positive emotions is given as








The value of SO does not directly gives the probability of the dialogue being
positive or negative. However, magnitude of SO gives a measure of the prob-
ability of the dialogue being positive or negative. E.g. A dialogue with an SO
value of +2.5 is more probable to be positive as compared to another dialogue
with SO value of +1.0. In order to deduce probability values from SO, the most
positive and most negative SO values were found out from the training data.
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Let these values be denoted by SO+ and SO−. A dialogue with positive SO
equal to or greater than SO+ in magnitude, is given the probability of being
positive as 1. In general, the probability of a dialogue with SO value S being
positive is given by:
Ps(+/D) = S/SO+ if S ≥ 0 (4.8)
= 1− S/SO− if S < 0 (4.9)
Finding Weights
Weights given to the individual clues are proportional to the confidence on that
clue. For lexical clue, a high SO value indicates a greater confidence level.






, where αs = Ps(+/D) if S ≥ 0 (4.10)
= 1− Ps(+/D) if S < 0 (4.11)
and αiv and αmax are defined later in eq. 4.13.
To calculate weights for visual clues, factors were identified which can af-
fect the performance of ER from visual clues. These factors are pose and scale
of the face, intensity of expression and head motion. For each of these factors
an associated parameter was extracted from frame i of an image sequence as
follows:
• Pose (associated parameters are pi1 and pi2): Let (xij, yij) be the coor-
dinates of jth FFP in ith frame with the origin at the nose tip. FFPs are
numbered as per Figure 4.1. One of the parameters to estimate pose is
taken as the ratio of horizontal distance between points 3 and 4 to the
horizontal distance between points 3 and 9. If this ratio is less than 1,
inverse of this ratio is considered. Second parameter is the slope of line
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For a frontal face pi1 should be almost 1 and any deviation from 1 indi-
cates rotation of the face in yaw direction. pi2 for a frontal face is zero
and deviation from zero shows rotation of the face in roll direction.
• Scale (pi3): Normalization distance is taken as a measure of the scale of
the face and is represented by the parameter pi3. Section 4.1.5 defines
the normalization distance. This distance should be large for a good
recognition performance.
• Intensity of the Expression (pi4): An expression will be more intense
if the normalized residues will be more in magnitude. For a frame, in-
tensity is given by the sum of the magnitudes of residues for that frame,
normalized by the scale of the face. This parameter is represented by pi4.
Higher value of pi4 promises a better recognition.
• Head Motion (pi5): Head motion is taken to be captured mostly by nose
motion since there is minimal non-rigid motion for the point on the nose
tip. Displacement of the nose tip from its position in the first frame is
taken to be a measure of head motion for that frame. Let this parameter
be pi5. For a good recognition performance, p
i
5 should be low.













(1 + ai1 |pi1 − 1|)(1 + ai2 |pi2|)(1 + ai3pi5)
(4.13)
and αmax is the maximum value of αiv for the training data. Parameters
pi1 to p
i








Figure 4.3: Speaker detection using motion of FFPs on lips. a) First frame of
the sequence b) Lip images for frame nos. 1, 16, 31, 54 and 70. Top row is
for the character in the middle, 2nd and 3rd row for the characters on left and
right respectively. Each column corresponds to one frame. c) Graph of sum of
magnitudes of inter-frame displacements of lip FFPs for the three characters.
Magnitude of gradient for the person in the middle (blue curve, which is the
only clearly visible curve) is very large as compared to curves for other two
persons (green and red curves, barely visible).
chosen manually from the training data. For example, keeping ai2 and a
i
3 fixed,
the value of ai1 was tuned such that the variation of p
i
1 is found as desired
(mentioned above). ai2 and a
i
3 are also obtained similarly.
4.1.4 Dataset
To, the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available dataset of movie
scenes along with the dialogs. Consequently, we had to develop our own
dataset, the remarkable characteristic of the which, is the visual difficulty level
of the scenes. Some of those variations are depicted in Figure 4.1 b-e, Figure
4.5, and Table 4.3. Experimental data consists of 700 movie clips collected
from 17 movies belonging to 5 genres viz. Comedy(6), Action(2), Adventure
(3), Drama(1), Horror(5). The number in bracket is the number of movies
for each genre. Each movie clip is accompanied by the corresponding dialog.
There were 350 clips belonging to each of the positive and negative classes.
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Table 4.3: An instance showing the effectiveness of fusion. Lexical weight is
high due to high SO magnitude. Lower weight is assigned to FER result due
to small size of the face, and low facial expression intensity. Upon fusion, the








Positive class refers to emotions such as happiness, jubilation, etc. while neg-
ative class refers to emotions such as fear, sadness, disgust, etc. In order to
extract the relevant clips, movies were shown to 20 volunteers and they marked
the segments of the movie where emotion was expressed either through facial
expressions or through the dialogs. The clips were manually labeled with one
of two classes by the volunteers. Marked segments were then extracted out of
the movie into short clips of around 4-5 seconds duration. Dialogs for indi-
vidual clips were extracted from the movie subtitles which contain the spoken
dialogs along with the timings when they were spoken. Out of the 350 clips
used for each class, 250 were used for training and 100 for testing.
4.1.5 Experiments
Speaker Identification
Identifying the speaker amongst all the characters in the scene is done by lip
motion analysis. The approach has found to be successful in [68]. The charac-
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ter for which the sum of magnitudes of inter-frame displacements of lip FFPs
has the maximum mean value is taken to be the speaker. Lip FFPs are manually
marked in the first frame of the sequence and tracked thereafter (4.1.1). Fig-
ure 4.3 demonstrates an instance of speaker identification. Note that the actual
speaker has significantly higher motion profile than the rest of the characters.
Experiments Using Visual Clues Alone
Training Experiments were conducted to measure the stand alone efficacy of
the FER algorithm without using the lexical clue. For training the system, po-
sitions of FFPs in the neutral is required. A frame containing the neutral face is
selected from the image sequence. If the sequence does not contain any neutral
face, selection is made from other parts of the movie. The pose of the neutral
face should be as close as possible to the expressive face. To avoid errors due
to variation in scale of the faces, residues are normalized using the Euclidean
distance between the point midway between FFPs 1 and 2 (defined as FFP no.
0), and the nose tip. The normalization distance is given by Dnorm = d(0, 3)
where d(i, j) denotes the Euclidean distance between FFPs i and j. This dis-
tance is robust towards pose variations in yaw direction, which are found to be
more prominent. Normalized residues for all the FFPs might not be relevant
and thus feature selection is done on the training data using the significance
ratio test.
Figure 4.1 shows 5 most relevant features selected, marked with a red color
(FFPs No. 5, 10, 11, 13 and 15). An SVM classifier with an RBF kernel is
trained with the selected features (Sec. 4.1.1). The parameters for the RBF
kernel are C = 4096 and γ = 0.125 (found using grid search).
Testing A test clip is preprocessed and features are extracted in the same
manner as for training sequences. SVM classification is done using selected
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Table 4.4: Effectiveness of fusing visual and lexical clues. Confusion matrices
for classification a) Using visual features alone, b) Using lexical analysis alone,
c) By fusion using linear opinion pool (Lin) approach, and d) By fusion using
logarithmic opinion pool (Log) approach. ARR: Average Recognition Rate.





















features. Results of FER experiments, averaged over 10 runs are given in the
form of a confusion matrix in Table 4.4 (a). In a confusion matrix, an element
(i, j) (i.e. row corresponding to class i and column to class j) shows the num-
ber of test samples which were predicted to belong to class j when the sample
actually belongs to class i. Each run had the training and testing sets randomly
selected.
Upon experimentation using only visual clues, failures were encountered
at different stages of the algorithm. In Figure 4.4a. cartoon faces were detected
as faces. Consider a scene in which a person has such faces on his T-shirt.
Deformation of his T-shirt might give an impression of the cartoon face mov-
ing leading to a wrong conclusion about the facial expression. Tracking the
FFPs was affected by large facial motion or due to occlusion. In Figure 4.4b.,
the handphone confused the tracker while in Figure 4.4c., lip motion caused
tracking failure.
Accuracy using just the visual clues was not very good even for the two
class case. This is considering the complexity of human emotions in a natural
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Figure 4.4: Examples of failures using visual clues. a) Failure in face detec-
tion. Recognizing cartoons as faces can be misleading if there is a motion of
the surface on which cartoons are painted. b) Failure in FFP tracking due to
lips being occluded by the handphone. Frame numbers 1, 10, 20 and 28 are
shown b) Tracking failure due to fast motion of lips and head while speaking.
Frame numbers 1, 15, 30 and 45 are shown.
environment. Results would have been worse if more classes of facial expres-
sions would have been considered.
Experiments Using Lexical Clues
For the total 700 movie clips used in the experiment, there were 90 instances
where semantic orientation could not be calculated because dialogues were
very short. As a result, no word or word-pair satisfied the rules for being con-
sidered as relevant (Table 4.2). In such cases, lexical clues were given zero
weight in the fusion process. From the SOs of some of the dialogues in Table
4.1, it can be seen that SO gives a good indication of emotion in a dialogue.
Results for classification of dialogues into having positive or negative emotions
is given in Table 4.4 (b). The result is better than the visual clues probably be-
cause of the variations of pose, scale, expression intensity, rigid motion etc. in
the image sequences.
There were cases when SO could not be found out using the PMI-IR algo-
rithm especially in the case of using word-pairs. This was because there was
no any instance found on the internet where the two words forming the word
pair co-occurred, e.g. the phrase “Gargantuan Beasts”.
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Figure 4.5: Variation of visual weight with head pose. Observe the sudden
reduction of weight at around frame 40 as the face tilts to the left. Weights are
computed as described in section 4.1.3.
Sometimes a particular word is used in different connotations. E.g. the
word Sissy can be used either to address one’s sister or in a pejorative way to
address a cowardly person. SO of -0.15 for ‘sissy’ indicates a negative conno-
tation ignoring its positive use. Another example is the phrase “Business must
be good!” with an SO value of +1.09. If the same message was conveyed by
saying “Business might never be this good!”, the SO value changes to -0.43
even when the phrase is negatively oriented.
Experiments Combining Visual and Lexical Clues
The results of fusion are shown in Table 4.4(c) and (d) using linear opinion
pool approach and logarithmic opinion pool approach, respectively. These re-
sults are average result over 10 runs and in each run training and test sets for
visual experiments were randomly chosen. It is observed that linear opinion
pool performs better than logarithmic opinion pool. There is an improvement
in the classification accuracy when the lexical information was also used along
with the visual information.
Fusion of the clues depends a lot on the weightage given to each clue. A
variation of the visual weights with the progression of a test sequence is given
in Figure 4.5. It can be seen that with the head tilting, visual weight suddenly
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Figure 4.6: An example of failure of the proposed algorithm due to contra-
dictory information from visual and lexical clues. Actress seems to be smiling
while saying a negative statement. Top row shows a sample frame from the
clip and bottom row shows the text LA: Lexical Analysis.
decreased. With such choice of weight, possibility of errors due to variations
in visual clues can be reduced. It was identified in some cases that either of the
two modalities were insufficient for predicting the emotion however fusing the
two modalities gave correct result (See Table 4.3).
Fusing the two clues also gave errors in few cases where ground truth in-
formation from visual clues was opposing that from the lexical clues (Figure
4.6). This gave an unexpected result.
Comparison with Fusing Visual and Acoustic Clues
Since most of the multimodal approaches for ER use acoustic features in con-
junction with visual features, the approach using acoustic features was com-
pared with the proposed approach. In combining visual and acoustic clues,
features were chosen at clip level similar to the work in [30]. Visual features
are the number of frames classified by the FER algorithm ( Sec. 4.1.1) into
each of the two classes. This leads to a two dimensional visual feature vec-
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Table 4.5: a) and b) show confusion matrices for classification results us-
ing only acoustic (AC) features, and by fusing visual and acoustic features
(FER+AC), respectively. c) Comparison between performance (Avg. Recog-
nition Rate in percentage) of Lexical Analysis (LA) and acoustic features (AC)
















tor. Acoustic features are same as in [30]. Fusion was done using the product
combining criterion described in [30] as it gave the best performance for them.
Results of using acoustic features alone and fusing them with visual features
are given in Table 4.5 a. and b. Lexical features (LA) were found to perform
better than acoustic information (AC). Also fusion results are poorer in com-
bining visual with acoustic clues (FER+AC) than those by fusing lexical clues
with FER clues (FER+LA). This is because of movies being closer to natural
environment than lab settings. Note that the approach in [30] was for ER in a
controlled setting. Comparison between two multimodal fusion modalities is
summarized in Table 4.5c.
4.2 Multi-actor ER vs. Single Actor ER
Considering the applications of ER in movies, we might often be more inter-
ested in emotions conveyed by the scene as a whole and not just by a single
actor in the scene. In movies, there are often multiple actors in a scene. Cur-
rent approaches for ER recognize emotions of a single subject (single actor
approach). But emotion of just one actor may not reflect the emotion of the
scene. The main contribution of the proposed work is to analyze multi-actor
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Figure 4.7: Fusing emotional clues from multiple actors. Consider two scenes
with negative emotions and male actors being the speaker. a. Non-speaker’s
neutral expression might not be helpful. b. Note that 1) Speaker’s positive emo-
tions are insufficient in indicating about the tragedy in the scene, 2) Emotion
of actress with near frontal face may be more reliable than those of the actor
with profile view face. c. Proposed bimodal multi-actor emotion recognition
framework. d. 23 Facial Feature Points (FFPs) used for FER.
emotion recognition i.e. recognizing emotions in movie clips by fusing emo-
tional clues from different actors.
There is a need to analyze the effect of recognizing emotions of all the
relevant actors in a movie scene (multi-actor approach). Such an analysis can
be interesting considering the different possibilities that may arise in a movie
scenario. For example, Figure 4.7b. depicts a scene where an actor consoles the
actress after a tragedy. If we consider clues from both the dialog and the facial
expression, the speaker (male actor) has a positive emotion while the other
actor 2 has a sad expression. The scene represents a sorrowful situation which
is indicated by the non-speaker. In this case, combining emotional information
from a non-speaker will be of help. Consider another case in Figure 4.7a.
where the speaker (male) has a negative expression but the non-speaker has an
almost neutral expression. If the emotion clue from the non-speaker is fused
with that of the speaker, the probability of predicted emotion being negative
reduces. So, it is a debatable issue whether emotion clues of actors other than
2For convenience, females are also refered to as actors; in this part of the work
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a.Profile face:
pose1 = 0.04, pose2 = 22.8
b. Non-profile face:
pose1 = 0.67, pose2 = 2.3
Figure 4.8: Dealing with pose variations using two pose parameters
speaker are relevant for recognizing emotion of the scene, or not.
Amongst other challenges, predicted emotion for each actor might not be
equally reliable as in Figure 4.7b. where the prediction of ER algorithm for
the actor with a frontal face may be more reliable than that for the non-frontal
face. The reliability of emotion of each actor needs to be determined. In the
cases discussed above, we have emotional clues from facial expressions (visual
clue) of two actors and dialog (lexical clue) of the speaker. It is not easy to
devise a method to determine relevance of each of these clues and fuse them
automatically to determine emotion of the scene.
4.2.1 Facial Expression Recognition (FER)
Note that facial expressions are one of the clues for internal emotions, other
being the spoken words (in the context of this work). The algorithm used
for recognizing facial expressions of each actor is same as that presented in
section 4.1.1. In addition, variations in face pose have been dealt with in the
following manner:
Dealing With Large Variations in Facial Pose
In order to deal with the large range of facial poses encountered in the data, two
SVM classifiers were trained, one for profile and other for non-profile views.
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In the testing phase, the test clip is classified into non-profile or profile and
then the corresponding classifier is used for classifying that clip. The SVM
classifier trained on profile faces is used to test profile clips and the classifier
trained on non-profile faces is used to test non-profile clips. In order to classify
facial pose in a particular clip into profile or non-profile, two parameters were
used which are defined as follows:
1. pose1: If dmn denotes the euclidean distance between FFPs number m





For a frontal face this distance should be around 0.5 while for a profile
face, due to a small value of d49, value of pose1 is close to zero. Here dij
refers to euclidean distance between FFPs number i and j, as numbered
in Fig.4.7d.
2. pose2: pose2 measures the nature of the spread of the FFPs in the xy
plane. If we perform PCA on the position of FFPs, since FFPs for a
frontal face are evenly spread along the principal directions, the two
eigenvalues are of similar order. However, for a profile face spread of
FFPs is not the same in both the principal directions. This makes the
first eigenvalue to be much larger than the second one. pose2 is defined
as pose2 = λ1/λ2, where λ1 and λ2 are the first and second eigenvalues
respectively after applying PCA on the FFP coordinates. The value of
pose2 is much larger for profile faces as compared to frontal faces.
For classification of facial pose, the first frame of the clip is considered. If
pose1 is less than a certain threshold and pose2 is greater the another threshold,
for the first frame, the face pose in the clip is classified as profile otherwise it is
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classified as non-profile. The thresholds are manually chosen based on training
data. Fig.4.8 shows values of pose1 and pose2 for sample clips.
4.2.2 Lexical Analysis of Dialogs
Lexical analysis of the dialogs is performed using Semantic Orientation ap-
proach mentioned in section 4.1.2. However, SO is calculated using Whissell’s
Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL)[198] since the PMI-IR algorithm was
unsuccessful to find SO in many cases as mentioned in section 4.1.5.
DAL gives the emotional connotation of 8742 words along three dimen-
sions viz. evaluation, activation and imagery. Scores for pleasantness range
from 1 (unpleasant) to 3 (pleasant), for activation range from 1 (passive) to 3
(active) and for imagery range from 1 (difficult to form a mental picture of this
word) to 3 (easy to form a mental picture). To calculate SO, DAL scores are
mapped to a range of -1 to +1. For each word in the dialog, evaluation is taken
as a direct measure of its SO. If a word is missing in the dictionary, evalua-
tion score of its synonyms or related forms are used. Since very few words
were missing in DAL, synonyms and related forms could be manually entered.
SO for entire dialog is given by a mean SO value of individual words. The
probability of a dialogue with SO value S being positive is given by:
PsposL = S/SO+ if S ≥ 0 (4.15)
= 1− S/SO− if S < 0 (4.16)
where SO+ and SO− are the maximum and minimum SO values for training
examples and s refers to the speaker.
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4.2.3 Fusing Visual and Lexical Cues
For fusing visual with lexical cues, identifying the speaker amongst all the
actors in the scene is important since lexical cue from dialog can be combined
with the visual cue only from the speaker’s face and not those of other actors. In
some cases, instead of the speaker, audience is seen in the video which makes
it necessary to identify whether speaker is present or not. Speaker detection is
performed by lip motion analysis (section 4.2.4).
Visual and lexical cues are fused in a weighted manner. The weights are
determined using the approach in section 4.1.3 with some improvements:
Finding weights
Weights for the lexical cues are calculated in the same manner as before (in
section 4.1.3).
To calculate weights for visual cues, in addition to the factors identified be-
fore, tracking failure has also been considered as one of the factors affecting the
performance of emotion recognition from visual cues. In this section only the
improvements to the previous weighting approach will be mentioned. More-
over, the parameter for scale has been modified as mentioned in Section 4.2.4.
The parameter related to tracking accuracy has been introduced. Any track-
ing failure is expected to reduce FER performance. To detect tracking failure,
an assumption is made that motions of pairs of some adjacent points on the face
will be almost similar, when facial expression changes. E.g. when a person lifts
his eyebrow, FFPs 4 and 5 (Fig.4.7d.) usually move upwards with similar dis-
placement magnitudes. As long as both the FFPs belonging to a chosen pair are
correctly tracked, their inter-frame displacements will be similar. Any tracking
failure is expected to displace the wrongly tracked point more as compared to
the correctly tracked point.
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Differences of inter-frame displacements of the two points gives an indica-
tion of the tracking failure. These differences are summed up for all the chosen
pairs of FFPs. The chosen pairs are (4,5), (5,6), (7,8), (8,9), (10,11), (12,13)
and (15,16). This summation (say D) should be under a certain threshold (say
Dmin) for the tracking to be reasonably good. In case of a tracking failure, due
to wrongly predicted position of an FFP, D would cross Dmin. Dmin is chosen
manually from training data by analyzing values of D for both correct and in-
correct tracking. The parameter associated with tracking accuracy is given by
pf3 = 0 when D > Dmin, otherwise p
f
3 = 1.
The other parameters are same as in section 4.1.3 but notations have been
changed.pf1 and p
f
2 continue to relate to face pose while parameters related to
scale, intensity of expression and head motion for the f th frame are represented





















∣∣∣pf1 − 1∣∣∣)(1 + af2 ∣∣∣pf2 ∣∣∣)(1 + af3pf6) (4.17)





af3 are chosen manually as mentioned in section 4.1.3. Note that Eq. 4.17
additionally considers effect of tracking failure (Parameter pf3 ) which wasn’t
the case with Eq. 4.13.
Once weights to individual cues are determined, fusion of PiposV (f) and
PsposL can be achieved in two ways:
Scheme 1:
1. Fuse PsposV (f) with Ps
pos
L using weights wss and ws
f
v , respectively. Let
Pspos(f) be the resultant probability for f th frame. Here ws is used to
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indicate weight for the speaker (‘s’).
2. Combine Pspos(f) with PiposV (f) in a weighted fashion; where i denotes
all actors except the speaker. Weight for Pspos(f) is mean of ws and
wsfv , while weights for Pi
pos
V (f) are wi
f
v for different values of i. Mean
probability over all frames is the probability of the clip having positive
emotion.
Scheme 2:
Combine PiposV (f) for all actors including the speaker (for all is) with
weights given by wifv , then fuse the resulting visual probability with Ps
pos
L .
Weight for PsposL is given by ws. Again, probability of the clip having positive
emotion is given by mean probability over all frames.
4.2.4 Experimental Results and Discussions
Dataset
The data for the experiments consists of 388 movie clips from 17 movies classi-
fied into 5 genres-Comedy(6), Action(2), Adventure (3), Drama(1), Horror(5).
232 clips contain negative emotions while 156 contain positive. Each of the
clips contains more than one persons and were manually labeled as having
positive or negative emotions by 20 volunteers. Out of the clips used for each
class, 75% were used for training and 25% for testing. The movie scenes con-
tained different variations possible in real world such as low illumination, pose
variations, occlusion and small face size . Some example scenes are depicted
in Fig 4.1.
Speaker Detection
Presence of the speaker in the video is detected by analyzing the ratio (Rs) of
the inter-frame displacements of the lip FFPs (FFPs 12 to 19, Figure 4.7 d.) to
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Table 4.6: Confusion matrices for FER using a) Only speaker’s facial expres-
sion, and b) Facial expressions of multiple actors c) Only lexical cue (SO).
ARR: Average Recognition Rate; Posit: Positive; Negat: Negative. For each













that of other FFPs. If Rs exceeds a threshold, speaker is present and the actor
for which Rs has the maximum mean value is taken to be the speaker.
Facial Expression Recognition
Training: FER is performed using the algorithm outlined in section 4.2.1. The
position of FFPs in the neutral face is found by selecting a neutral frame of the
actor with facial pose closest to that present in the training video. For scale
normalization, the inter-eye distance cannot be used due to pose variations.
Instead, the distances between all possible pairs of FFPs is calculated and the
maximum of those distances is taken as the normalizing distance. After feature
selection using significance ratio test [197], the top 5 most relevant residues
correspond to FFPs 6, 10, 11, 12 and 16. Selected residues are used for training
SVM classifier with an RBF kernel with parameters c = 4096 and g = 0.125
(found using grid search). Frames with tracking failure were automatically
excluded using method described in section 4.2.3.
Testing: A test clip is preprocessed and features are extracted in the same
manner as for training sequences (Section 4.2.1). FER experiments were per-
formed for both single actor and multi-actor cases. SVM classification results
for both cases, averaged over 10 runs are given in the form of confusion matri-
ces in Table 4.6(a) and (b) respectively. It is observed that recognition accuracy
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a. Dialog by actor on left: “ No,
you see, you have the wrong idea.”
b. Dialog by female actor: “How are you
feeling? Okay?...the greatest of luck.”
Figure 4.9: Examples of failures in using the multi-actor approach. a. Con-
tradicting facial expressions of actors led to a wrong FER result. This brings
out the need to use lexical cues from dialogs, b. In some cases, even fusion of
visual and lexical cues gave incorrect results.
Table 4.7: Confusion matrices for classification a) Fusion Scheme 1, single
actor, b) Fusion Scheme 1, multi-actor, c) Fusion Scheme 2, single actor, and
d) Fusion Scheme 2, multi-actor. ARR: Average Recognition Rate (%); Pos:

















decreased slightly, in multi-actor approach. This is possible due to the fact that
speaker might be more intensely displaying facial expressions as compared to
other actors (E.g. Figure 4.7a.). Another reason can be contradiction in facial
expressions of different actors (Figure 4.9a. and b.).
This brings in the role of using lexical cues. Using lexical cues alone gave
an Average Recognition Rate of 84.7% (Table 4.6c.).
Experiments combining visual and lexical cues
Fusion was performed using two fusion schemes (Section 4.2.3) results of
which, averaged over 10 runs, are shown in Table 4.7. For each run, train-
ing and test sets were randomly chosen. Results are shown for both single
actor and multi-actor cases using both fusion schemes. Even after fusing lexi-
cal cues, recognition accuracy is better in single actor case.
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An example of failure of multi-actor approach is shown in Figure 4.9b. On
the other hand, an example of effectiveness of using multi-actor approach is in
the case of Figure 4.7b. which is already discussed in section 4.2. It is observed
that in cases when the speaker’s emotions are not indicative of emotion of the
scene, multi-actor approach was helpful but in our database such cases are not
many which has led to a poorer performance of Multi-actor approach for ER.
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Chapter 5
Emotion Recognition Applied to
Automated Personality Assessment
Personality tests have become ubiquitous tools for analyzing personality traits.
They are designed to test candidates for suitability for a particular job, test
for specific character traits, find personal preferences for facilitating personal-
ized services [3], design personal assistants like robotic butlers etc. Research
in psychology has shown significant correlation between personality traits and
service preferences [145]. For example, a person seeking sensation would pre-
fer rock, heavy metal and punk music rather than religious music [106]. An
extrovert person prefers cheerful music with vocals. Consequently, it has been
shown that knowledge about user’s personality can significantly benefit a music
recommendation system.
Existing personality assessment methods are mostly based on self-reporting
where the individual being assessed (referred hereafter as target) fills up a ques-
tionnaire. A score indicative of a measure of the target’s personality trait is
computed based on his responses. However, it has been observed that person-
ality of a person varies over time [165]. Also, conducting personality tests at
regular intervals may lead to certain psychological disorders in the target [202]
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Figure 5.1: Proposed framework for automating the process of answering per-
sonality questionnaire by utilizing the audio, visual and lexical information.
Additionally, answers to the personality questionnaire are utilized to obtain
personality scores along the Big-Five dimensions, i.e. Openness, Conscien-
tiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism.
and so is not recommended.
To remove intervention of the target in personality assessment, one alterna-
tive is to automate the answering of personality questionnaires. In this work,
an approach (Figure 5.1) is proposed in this direction to automate answering
one of the most popular personality questionnaires among professionals, the
Big Five Inventory (BFI) originally containing 44 questions. A shorter version
of the BFI comprising of 10 questions (BFI-10) is used as a first step towards
evaluating our approach, which is found to be reliable [144] even though it can-
not substitute for the full version of the BFI. BFI is based on the Five Factor
Model (FFM) [116] which defines the personality along five dimensions, i.e.
Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism
(Section 5.1.2). Henceforth, usage of the term ‘BFI’ refers to BFI-10.
The proposed approach is evaluated by answering BFI for characters in
movies (Figure 5.2). In the first step, clues from video, audio and dialog are
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Figure 5.2: Algorithm of the framework proposed to automatically answer
personality questionnaire (Big-Five Inventory-10, in this case). Evaluation is
performed on movie characters. Answers to the questionnaire are mapped to
the personality scores along the Big-five dimensions (Table 5.1).
combined for recognizing emotions of the character and subsequently extract-
ing relevant ‘Emotion features’. Emotion features along with other features
(Table 5.3), inspired by psychological studies, are used to learn linear regres-
sion models which relate the features to BFI answers. The linear regression
models are regularized by simultaneous sparse and low rank priors, thus pro-
viding insights into features relevant for answering each question. Then the
selected features are further used to learn kernel regression models which pre-
dict answers more accurately. In addition, final personality scores, in the range
of 1 to 5, are computed from the predicted answers using BFI scoring scheme
(Section 5.3.3), which is widely adopted by psychologists.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows. (1) Au-
tomating the answering of a personality questionnaire can help psychologists
in cases where manually filling it up may not be feasible. (2) Inspired by
psychological studies, high-level multi-modal features are presented which are
extracted from audio/visual/lexical streams of individuals. These features are
used to answer the personality questionnaire (specifically BFI-10). (3) Novel
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regression models are learnt from the features based on sparse and low rank
transformation and are used to predict the answers of the questionnaire.
5.1 Background
5.1.1 Models of Personality
Researchers in the field of psychology have proposed different models to de-
scribe human personality. Usually, personality is described along well defined
dimensions. One of the earlier personality models was that of Cattell who
described personality along 16 dimensions, commonly known as the 16 Per-
sonality Factors (16PF) [34]. Few of these dimensions are Warmth, Liveli-
ness, Emotional Stability, etc. However, the factor analysis on which Cattell’s
model was based was questioned by other researchers [21]. Furthermore, the
basis for choosing the 16 factors was unclear [183]. Later, Norman [125] sug-
gested that Cattell proposed too many superfluous factors and his model could
be reduced to just five factors. These five factors were initially labeled as Ex-
traversion (talkative, assertive, energetic), Agreeableness (good-natured, coop-
erative, trustful), Conscientiousness (orderly, responsible, dependable), Emo-
tional Stability (calm, not neurotic, easily upset) and Culture (intellectual, pol-
ished, independent-minded) [91]. These factors later on came to be known as
the “Big-Five” [75] with Emotional Stability and Culture renamed to Neuroti-
cism and Openness, respectively. The Big Five traits are also refered to as the
Five Factors in the “Five Factor Model” (FFM) [116].
Another popular personality assessment tool is the Myers Briggs Type In-
dicator [123] which has also been found to correlate with the FFM [115].
It is based on a psychological model which evaluates personality based on
four dimensions namely Extraversion/Introversion, Sensing/Intuition, Think-
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Table 5.1: The Big-Five Dimensions and the associated traits.
Dimension Associated traits of someone scoring high
along the dimension
Openness Artistic, Imaginative, Curious, Valuing
intellectual matters
Conscientiousness Self-disciplined, Orderly, Dutiful, Achievement
striving, Responsible, Deliberation
Extraversion Warm, Gregarious, Assertive, Active,
Excitement seeking, having positive emotions
Agreeableness Trustworthy, Straightforward, Altruistic,
Modest, Tender-minded, Compliant
Neuroticism Anxious, Depressed, Impulsive, Self-pitiful,
Self-conscious, Fluctuating moods
ing/Feeling and Judgment/Perception.
The personality models mentioned above provide a complete description
of personality. Apart from such models there are models which deal with spe-
cific aspects of personality. For example, an Egogram deals with the way one
communicates socially [56]. Similarly Locus of Control [149] (LoC) indicates
a belief whether one’s actions determine the result one experiences (internal
LoC) or do the results depend on some other agency (external LoC).
Out of the different personality models mentioned above, the work pro-
posed in this work uses the Five Factor Model (FFM) as the basis, as it appears
to be gaining more attention [91] in recent years. Another reason for choosing
the FFM is the simplicity of a shorter version of the Big Five Inventory; which
is a questionnaire based on the FFM (Section 5.1.2).
5.1.2 Five Factor Model (FFM) and the Big Five Inventory
(BFI)
The FFM studies human personalities along five dimensions viz. Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism. The char-
acteristics associated with these five dimensions are given in Table 5.1. Scores
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along these dimensions are computed for a person from his response to a ques-
tionnaire. These questionnaires are also knows as personality tests.
There are different personality tests available, based on the FFM, such as
the Trait Descriptive Adjectives (TDA), Revised NEO Personality Inventory
(NEO PI-R), Big Five Inventory (BFI), the ten item version of BFI (BFI-10)
and so on. Each of these tests contain different number of multiple choice ques-
tions. As a first step towards automatic personality assessment, we have used
BFI-10 test in this work due to its simplicity. BFI-10 contains 10 questions
(Table 5.5) for assessing personality. Answering each question requires select-
ing one choice (value) from Disagree Strongly(1), Disagree a little(2), Neither
agree nor disagree(3), Agree a little(4), Agree Strongly(5). A pair of these
questions together give a score for each FFM factor. For example, the score on
Extraversion is computed by finding the average of the value for question 6 (is
outgoing, sociable) and the reverse value for question 1 (is reserved) (6 - value
for question 1). Note that questions 1 and 6 indicate opposing sentiments. Thus
the personality score along the five factor dimensions of FFM are obtained.
5.2 Multimodal Feature Extraction
In this work, the personality questionnaire for movie characters is automati-
cally answered based on multimodal features. Given a movie, before feature
extraction, identification of characters and shot boundary is performed using
the method proposed in [68]. Some manual intervention may be needed to
correct the errors in recognizing the characters. After this step, each recog-
nized face is tracked over the shot. The dialog for a shot is found by matching
the begin and end times of the shot with the timings of the dialogs from the
subtitles. Note that we consider only leading characters in the movie for our
analysis chosen as mentioned in Section 5.5.1. Multimodal features (Table 5.3)
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Table 5.2: Notations used in defining the features.
i The ith shot
c Character c
nc Number of shots of character c




p(w) Polarity of word w (Section 5.2.1)
E Emotion set {An, Di, Fe, Ha, Sa, Su, Ne}
t1 Begin time for dialog
t2 End time for dialog
z Acoustic pitch
en Spectral energy
ff1, ff2 First and second formant frequencies
e A certain emotion in the emotion set E
are extracted from each shot of a character (Section 5.2.1). Relevant features
are selected for answering each question (Section 5.3.2). Notations used in
defining features are described in Table 5.2.
5.2.1 Feature Extraction
Each of the used features is chosen based on its utility in answering BFI ques-
tionnaire, as identified by psychological studies. Note that the features se-
lected are related to the individual personality and not the environment such
as the amount of lighting, motion etc. This prevents personality prediction be-
ing affected by the genre type. Movie environment in itself conveys different
emotions in different genres.
The features extracted from each shot (Table 5.3) are explained below along
with the reason for their choice. The number in bracket tells the number of
features associated with each item. Note that ‘c’ stands for the cth character
and ‘i’ stands for the ith shot. Details about the methodology and experiments
are presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.5, respectively.
1. s(i)c : Whether the character ‘c’ speaks in his ith shot or not, provided that
there are more than one character present in the shot. Speaker detection
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Table 5.3: Explanation of the features extracted from each shot of the character








c (e) (Emotion probability) Emotion Feature
Estimation (Section 5.2.2)
nw (Number of words in a dialog) From dialog
t
(i)
c (Time spent per dialog) t
(i)
c = (t2 − t1)/nw
p(D
(i)




n(i) (Number of persons) Maximum no. of faces











Mean, minimum, maximum and (Section 5.2.1)
relative entropy of h over the shot
, where h ∈ {z, en, ff1, ff2}
(Section 4.1.1) is used to identify the speaker in a shot. If the character
‘c’ is identified as the speaker and there are other faces detected (using
a frontal face detector [190]) apart from ‘c’; s(i)c is assigned a value 1,
otherwise s(i)c = 0.
2. e(i)c (Emotion probability for the shot, feature no. 1 to 7): It is a 7-element
vector containing the probability of each of the seven emotions being
present in the shot. Note that in computing emotion probability, positive
and negative surprise are clubbed into one expression class namely sur-
prise. It is calculated using the Emotion Recognition algorithm which is
described later (Section 5.2.2). The probability of an emotion e ∈ E is
represented as e(i)c (e). Emotions are related to personality traits. For ex-
ample, reserved persons are found to be less happy as compared to those
not so reserved [137]. Nervousness is related to fear [113].
3. t(i)c (Feature no. 8): Time taken to speak a dialog.
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4. nw (Feature no. 9): Number of words in a dialog. Number of words
combined with the time taken to speak a dialog is indicative of the speech
rate which is low for a person with artistic interests [10].
5. p(D(i)c ) (Dialog Polarity, Feature no. 10): Whether the dialog has posi-
tive (p(D(i)c ) > 0) or negative (p(D
(i)
c ) < 0) connotation as determined
using Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL) [198]. E.g. the word ‘ex-
cellent’ has positive connotation while ‘poor’ has negative connotation.
Polarity of the dialog is calculated by averaging the polarity of all the
words in the dialog which are present in DAL. Persons expressing more
positive emotions are expected to be more trustworthy as compared to
those expressing mostly negative emotions [181].
6. n(i) (Feature no. 11): Number of persons in the scene containing the ith
shot. A sociable person is expected to be with more people as compared
to a reserved person [138]. All persons in a scene may be visible only in
few frames of the scene. Therefore the number of persons in a scene is








re (Features no. 12 to 27): Mean, minimum, max-
imum and relative entropy of the parameter h in a shot, where h ∈
{z, en, ff1, ff2}. Variable ‘z’ has been used to represent acoustic pitch
in order to avoid confusion with probability represented by ‘p’. en, ff1
and ff2 represent spectral energy, first and second formant frequencies
for the audio signal related to the shot. Spectral energy is a measure
of energy at different frequencies and is high at dominant frequencies.
First Formant frequency is the amplitude peak in the frequency spec-
trum of the audio signal corresponding to the lowest frequency. The
amplitude peak with the next higher frequency is the second formant fre-
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quency. Relative entropy of a random variable h with possible values
x1, x2, x3..., xn, is a measure of the uncertainty of a random variable and








P (xi) log (P (xi))
)
. (5.1)
Here |h| denotes the cardinality of h.
Note that the features in item 7 above indicate voice properties such as
loudness of the speech. These voice properties are useful in answering some of
the questions. For example, it has been found that a fault finder is more likely
to shout at others [181]. Also a person who can handle stress well is usually
soft spoken [26].
5.2.2 Emotion Feature Estimation
The probability of the presence of each of the seven emotions in a shot is pre-
dicted by combining predictions from facial expression recognition, acoustic
analysis and lexical analysis using Support Vector Machines (SVM) in a late
fusion scheme. The details are explained below.
Facial Expression Recognition (FER) For each shot of a character, faces
detected in each frame are resized to 50 × 50 pixels and Gabor features were
extracted [18]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied on the resultant
feature matrix to reduce its dimension from 50×50×8×9×N(= 180, 000×N)
to 100×N , where N is the number of frames. Reduced feature matrix is fed
to SVM [36] to predict the posterior probability of each of the seven emotions.
Posterior probability for the whole shot is obtained as the mean of posterior
probabilities of all the frames in that shot.
Acoustic Analysis From the audio track of a shot, prosodic features, namely
pitch, spectral energy, frequency, Mel Frequency Cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
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features, formant frequencies, Linear Predictive Coding coefficients, standard
deviation of amplitude and mean, maximum and minimum values and standard
deviation of pitch are used for emotion recognition. An SVM classifier trained
using the training data predicts the probability of the audio track of a test shot
belonging to each of the seven emotions.
Lexical Analysis of Dialogs Each shot is accompanied by one or more dia-
log. In the case of multiple speakers, we only consider the dialog(s) spoken by
the character whose personality is being assessed. Emotions conveyed through
the dialog are recognized based on emotions associated with ‘emotional words’
in the dialog. Examples of emotional words are ‘scary’, ‘jubilant’ etc. which
convey emotions. Words such as ‘and’, ’farther’ etc. are not counted as emo-
tional words.
In order to predict whether a word (query word) is emotional or not, an
affect (emotion) corpus is processed and it is found how often that word is
associated; in the corpus; with each of the seven emotions i.e. Anger (An),
Disgust (Di), Fear (Fe), Happiness (Ha), Sadness (Sa), Positive Surprise (Su+)
and Negative Surprise (Su-) along with neutral (no prominent emotion) [32].
For analysis, the two emotion classes Positive Surprise and Negative Surprise
are clubbed together into one class namely Surprise. Henceforth, ‘class’ will
refer to one of the six emotions or the neutral. The affect corpus used for
this work, is the UIUC children stories corpus [7] [6] which consists of 176
children’s stories by three authors ( Grimm, H. C. Andersen and B. Potter).
Each sentence in the corpus has been labeled with one of the seven emotions
mentioned before or neutral (Ne). If the query word is found to occur more in
sentences labeled with any one of the seven emotions as compared to neutral
sentences, the word is more likely to be emotional. For more details on lexical
analysis please refer to [32].
Multimodal Fusion In this work, we employ decision level multimodal
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Table 5.4: Accuracies in recognizing each emotion (in %). Average Recog-
nition Rate (ARR) = 79.21%. Note that ARR won’t be equal to the mean of
individual accuracies due to different number of samples for each emotion. An:
Anger, Di: Disgust, Fe: Fear, Ha: Happiness, Sa: Sadness, Su: Surprise, Ne:
Neutral, Acc: Accuracy
An Di Fe Ha Sa Su Ne
Acc. 86.8 80.2 73.3 78.2 77.7 79.0 78.6
fusion. For decision level fusion, SVM has been found to perform much better
as compared to other methods and thus we use SVM for our multimodal fusion
task. To fuse the three modalities, namely, Visual, Acoustic and Lexical, the
probability scores from these three modalities for a particular shot are concate-
nated to form a feature vector which is passed to SVM and the outputs are the
probabilities of the seven emotions being present in the shot. The details of
the experimental settings are given in Section 5.5.2. The accuracy of emotion
recognition is given in Table 5.4. Average Recognition Rate (79.2%) is low
possibly because movie data is close to reality and has difficulties such as low
illumination or resolution, background noise etc.
5.3 Automating Answering of Personality Ques-
tionnaires
5.3.1 Features for Regression
Feature vectors extracted from shots for which s(i)c = 1 are concatenated to
form a feature matrix Fc. Let nd(c) be the number of dialogs of the character c
assuming that there is at most one dialog of a character in a shot. Then if fc(i)
is the 27 dimensional feature vector for the ith shot (Formed as described in
section 5.2.1), Fc is given by:
Fc =
[





Feature matrices Fc’s for all the characters included in the training set are fur-
ther concatenated to form the final feature matrix Ftr, which is used for training
the regressor. Let Ntr denote the number of characters used for training the re-
gressor, Ns be total number of shots used for training and Nf be the number of
features, respectively, then Ftr is an Ns ×Nf matrix formed as follows:
Ftr = [F1, F2, . . . , FNtr ] . (5.3)
The matrix Ftes of test shots is formed in the similar fashion by using features
extracted from the shots of test characters.
Instead of directly predicting the personality based on the above discussed
features, the features are first mapped to the answers for BFI, based on a low-
rank and sparse regression model. The personality attributes associated with
these answers are easier to be recognized as compared to the Big-Five person-
ality traits. Then the answers are used further to predict the personality through
BFI scoring scheme. This two-stage scheme is motivated by the fact that the
relationship between the features and personalities are generally difficult to
describe through a simple linear model. Thus, we introduce the attributes to
capture the middle-level information to narrow the gap between the features
and personalities. In the regression from features to answers, the answers gen-
erally live in or near a low dimensional subspace, and each answer is believed
to related with few features. Therefore, we enforce the linear regression model
to be sparse and low-rank simultaneously. In this section, we will first intro-
duce the regression model from features to answers (F2A) and then elaborate
on the BFI-scoring from answers to personalities (A2P).
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Table 5.5: Big Five Inventory-10 (BFI-10 [144]) used to assess personality
and accuracy in predicting each answer using the proposed method (using Ker-
nel Regression (KR1: before feature selection, KR2: after feature selection)).
Results are compared with methods using linear Support Vector Machines (l-
SVM), sparse SVM (s-SVM), linear regression (LR1: without regularizations,
LR2: with regularizations) and SVM with Radial Basis Function kernel (k-
SVM1: before feature selection, k-SVM2: after feature selection).
Instruction: How well do the following statements describe the character’s
personality? [144]
Accuracy (%)
You see the character Linear Kernel
as someone who ... l-SVM s-SVM LR1 LR2 k-SVM1 k-SVM2 KR1 KR2
1. is reserved 87.0 86.6 81.1 86.2 23.2 87.4 86.6 87.4
2. is generally trusting 75.0 72.1 68.9 73.8 4.9 73.8 75.1 75.1
3. tends to be lazy 45.2 94.4 86.6 93.0 45.2 94.1 94.4 94.5
4. is relaxed and handles 64.7 60.3 58.4 63.2 8.4 64.6 63.5 65.1
stress well
5. has few artistic interest 94.3 93.4 86.9 93.0 67.2 68.6 94.3 94.4
6. is outgoing, sociable 75.2 73.9 71.3 75.0 3.0 6.0 75.1 75.8
7. tends to find fault 71.5 71.2 67.8 71.9 3.8 72.9 71.1 73.3
with others
8. does a thorough job 84.7 82.7 79.1 84.2 22.8 84.8 84.7 84.8
9. gets nervous easily 3.9 81.1 77.6 80.4 4.0 78.1 81.1 81.2
10. has an active 5.0 88.1 81.9 87.2 5.0 7.0 88.1 88.2
imagination
Mean accuracy 60.7 80.4 76.0 80.8 18.8 63.7 81.5 82.0
Approx. training time 920 150 1 1 900 1000 1000 3000
per run (in sec)
5.3.2 F2A by Sparse and Low-rank Transformation
Formulation: The pursued linear transformation from features to answers
bears sparse and low-rank structure simultaneously as explained later in this
section. Therefore, during learning such a transformation, we enforce the de-
sired structures via specific matrix norms in addition to minimizing the regres-
sion error.
Let Z be a 10 × Ntr matrix containing the ground truth of the 10 answers
for all the training clips, Ftr be the training matrix defined in Section 5.3.1 and
W be a 10×Nf matrix containing the parameters of the regression model. The
objective is to estimate W with sparse and low-rank structure from the training
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Figure 5.3: Effectiveness of using Sparse and Low-Rank regularization for our
problem, as compared to Low-Rank regularization and Sparse regularization
individually.






‖Z −WFtr‖2F + λ1‖W‖∗ + λ2‖W‖1
}
. (5.4)
Here ‖ · ‖F represents matrix Frobenius norm, ‖ · ‖∗ denotes the matrix nuclear
norm which is a well-known convex surrogate for the matrix rank, and ‖ · ‖1
is the matrix `1 norm which is known to be convex surrogate for the matrix `0
norm.
Reasons for Enforcing Sparse and Low-Rank Structure: In F2A, the
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answers may be closely related. For example, a person who is outgoing and
sociable (Question 6) would want to be thorough in his activities (Question
8) as this may attract others. These correlations would make the answers lie
in a lower dimensional subspace. Considering the desired matrix W , each
row in it corresponds to an answer. In case of relation between answers, the
corresponding weights (and thus the corresponding rows) will be correlated.
This makes W low-rank. The term ‖W‖∗ in Equation 5.4 is a regularization to
enforce W to be low rank.
Additionally each answer is believed to be related with only a subset of all
the features. Consequently, many of the entries in W may be close to zero
resulting in W to be sparse. The term ‖W‖1 in Equation 5.4 enforces W to
be sparse. Therefore, we enforce the linear regression model to be sparse and
low-rank simultaneously [226]. λ1 and λ2 are regularization parameters meant
to achieve a trade off between regression error and the desired sparse and low-
rank structure.
The above mentioned points are better explained using Figure 5.3 where
low-rank and sparse regularization (LS) has been compared with both Low-
rank regularization (LR) and Sparse regularization (SR) for F2A. For illustra-
tion, only 4 answers, 3 persons and 5 features are considered. Answers 1 and
3 are dependent being similar for the same person. Features 2 and 3 are rele-
vant for predicting answers 1 and 2 due to a linear relationship between feature
values and output labels in Z. Dependence is captured using LS since learned
weight matrix is not full rank. LS is also able to select features 1 and 2 as rele-
vant for answer 1. SR is able to select features but cannot capture dependence
of answers 1 and 3. LR captures dependence since the learnt weight matrix is
not full rank. But it selects feature 2 as the most significant instead of features
1 and 3.
Solving Equation 5.4 The objective function in Equation (5.4) can be ver-
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ified to be convex and solved effectively. However, due to the non-smoothness
of the regularization terms, the above problem can not be directly solved using
traditional first-order or second-order optimization methods. In this work, we
adopt the Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) method due to its efficiency
and fast convergence rate [105].
Before applying ALM, we reformulate the primal problem by introducing
two additional variables W1 and W2 as follows such that in each iteration we






‖Z −WFtr‖2F + λ1‖W1‖∗ + λ2‖W2‖1
}
subject to : W = W1,W = W2. (5.5)
It can be seen that the above problem is equivalent to the original problem in






‖Z −WFtr‖2F + λ1‖W1‖∗ + λ2‖W2‖1










Here, µ is a positive constant to control the approximation precision and grows
in the optimization iterations. The variables Y1 and Y2 are Lagrange multipliers
for the penalty terms. By introducing the two additional variables W1 and W2,
the problem in Equation (5.6) can be optimized alternatively w.r.t. W , W1 and
W2 by fixing the other two variables.
For the convenience of describing the details of the optimization process,
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we first introduce the following soft-thresholding (shrinkage) operator:
Sε[x] =

x− ε, if x > ε,
x+ ε, if x < −ε,
0, otherwise,
(5.7)
where ε is the threshold magnitude.
We optimize the problem in an alternative manner. Firstly, we fix the vari-









Since it is standard that [105],








we can obtain the closed form solution for W1:
W1 = USλ1µ−1 [S]V T , (5.8)
where (U, S, V ) = svd(W + µ−1Y1) is obtained from the singular value de-
composition.









Since we know [105],









the closed form solution to W2 can be obtained:
W2 = Sλ2µ−1 [W + µ−1Y2]. (5.9)
For W , the objective function is a standard quadratic function and the
closed form solution of W is:
W =
(







The details of the optimization algorithm for estimating W are shown in Algo-
rithm 1. The estimated modelW is a 10×Nf matrix with each row correspond-
ing to a question and each column corresponding to a feature. Predictions on
test data are obtained as Ztes = WFtes and are rounded to the nearest whole
number. For Kernel Regression, the top 5 weight magnitudes for each question
(row of W ) are selected and the corresponding features are assumed relevant
for answering that question. The selected features are further used to construct
kernel for learning kernel-based regressor by slightly changing the formula-
tions presented here.
Extension to Kernel Regression: The method presented above performs
linear regression sinceW relates the feature matrix to the BFI answers. In order
to extend it to Kernel regression, we need to Kernelize the feature matrix. As
mentioned above, for predicting different answers, we select different relevant
features and use the selected ones to construct the kernel matrix. Let K(a) be








(‖f (a)i − f (a)j‖2)
)
(5.11)
Here f (a)i refers to the selected features of the ith sample. The problem in
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‖Za −WaK(a)tr ‖2F + λ1‖Wa‖∗ + λ2‖Wa‖1
}
. (5.12)
where Za and Wa denote the a-th row of the corresponding matrices. Note
that in the kernelized case, sparse regularization is still imposed to encourage
the regression model to select a small fraction of the training samples (serve
as support samples as in SVM) for the answers prediction. Since for different
answers prediction, their regression models Wa’s are independent and we can
optimize them separately. And each sub-problem is similar to the optimization
of Equation (5.4) and we can apply Algorithm 1 directly.
Algorithm 1 ALM algorithm for objective (5.5).
Input: Z ∈ R10×Ntr , F ∈ RNf×Ntr , λ1, λ2, itermax and .
Output: W ∈ R10×Nf .










∗ ← W1 according to Equation (5.8);
Calculate W (k+1)2
∗ ← W2 according to Equation (5.9);





















µk+1 = ρµk, k ← k + 1.
until t > itermax or |f(W (k+1))− f(W (k))| < 
A Note on Convergence The solution derived from the applied ALM method
is guaranteed to converge to the optimal solution by following theorem [105].
Theorem 1 (Adapted from [105]). Any accumulation point W ∗ of W ∗k is an
optimal solution to the primal problem (5.5) and the convergence rate is at
least O(µ−1k ) in the sense that
∣∣∣∣12‖Z −W ∗F‖2F + λ1‖W ∗k ‖∗ + λ2‖W ∗k ‖1 − f ∗








Table 5.6: Questions in BFI-10 used for computing scores for each factor.
where f ∗ is the optimal value of problem (5.5).
From the above theorem, we can see that as the value of µk grows, the opti-
mization algorithm will converge faster and it provides a Q-linear convergence
rate [28].
5.3.3 A2P using BFI scoring scheme
Answers obtained for each of the ten questions are mapped onto personality
scores along five dimensions using the standard methodology used for scoring
BFI-10. The scoring scheme [144] is mentioned below.
There are questions associated with each of the five factors (Shown in ta-
ble 5.6) which are used for computing score for that factor [144].
Here suffix ‘R’ to a question number indicates that the answer for this ques-
tion will be reverse scored. The values of answers are in the range of 1 to 5. In
order to reverse score an answer the value is subtracted from 6. For example,
if questions 1 and 6 have values of 2 and 3 respectively, in order to calculate
extraversion score, value for question one will be subtracted from 6 and it be-
comes 4 while value for question 6 remains 3. Next, for each of the Big Five
factors, the values of questions associated with that factor are averaged. In our
example, the final score for extraversion will be average of 4 and 3 i.e. 3.5.
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5.4 Model for scoring the Questionnaire
The BFI scoring scheme presented in section 5.3.3 is very specific for the BFI-
10 questionnaire. However, for another questionnaire the set of rules for scor-
ing may be different based on complex inter-relationships between the ques-
tions. Designing an appropriate questionnaire and a set of rules that combines
the answers to those questions is a non-trivial task. While more questions can
help to get a better coverage, understanding interdependencies between ques-
tions to generate rules that can map to a personality score gets tougher. Thus
any personality assessment method based on the questionnaire approach will
be limited by these issues. In this section we present a solution to the issue
raised above - the problem of automating the process of computing a personal-
ity score for a known personality trait model from a set of questions for which
the rules of combining their answers is not clear.
Moreover an individual can have multiple shots of audio-visual feeds col-
lected over a period of time which are also temporarily related. How to com-
bine these shot level information to predict an overall personality assessment is
another issue. For example, prediction on a noisy shot may not be very reliable.
This section addresses this problem by using temporal information through a
Conditional Random Field (CRF) model.
5.4.1 Conditional Random Field Model to Predict Personal-
ity Scores
In computing personality scores from questionnaires, the complex interrela-
tionships between the questions need to be considered. Also, deciphering
the relationship between questions and personality dimensions needs thorough
psychological studies. Formulating a scoring scheme can be very difficult for
a large questionnaire. This work proposes to use Conditional Random Fields
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(CRF) for learning the scoring scheme. CRFs are discriminative undirected
probabilistic graphical models proposed by Lafferty et al [101] which can be
used as classifiers for temporal data. A major advantage of CRF is that its
prediction is unaffected by complex interdependencies between features. Ac-
cording to its linear chain model, if y is a label sequence and x is an observation















Here fi and gj are potential functions evaluating interaction and dependencies
among features, respectively. λi and µj are weights and Z is a normalization
factor.
The predicted BFI answers (Section 5.3.2) for the training data are used as
features to train the CRF. Learnt CRF predicts the probabilities of each possi-
ble value of the personality score (1 to 5) for each shot of the character. Shots
of a character have been used in the form of a temporal sequence with the order
of the shots determined based on the order of their appearance in the movie.
Using shots in this way can be justified by the observation that personality in
a particular shot is closely related to the adjacent shots. Figure 5.4 shows the
variation of personality scores (ground truth) across the Big-5 dimensions for
the character Jack Dawson in the movie Titanic. Note that the shots with insuf-
ficient information about a personality dimension have been excluded from the
plot. It is observed from the plot for Neuroticism that scores for the neighbor-
ing shots are mostly similar and their variation follows a trend of going from
low to high. Similarly, a trend is observed in the variation of personality scores
along other dimensions as well. These temporal relationships between adjacent
shots are captured using CRF.
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Figure 5.4: Variation of personality scores for the character Jack Dawson in
Titanic. a. Openness, b. Conscientiousness, c. Extraversion, d. Agreeableness,
e. Neuroticism. Apart from few outliers, the scores are temporally related
supporting the use of CRF.
Once the personality scores are available for each shot of the character, they
need to be fused together to get one value along each of the Big-5 dimensions.
CRF inherently considers temporal information from all the preceding frames
to predict the scores at the current frame. Cumulative personality scores are
given by the prediction for the last shot since the prediction is made considering
predictions in all previous shots and the dependencies between adjacent shots.
5.5 Experiments
5.5.1 Dataset
The works on personality assessment have observed human behavior in certain
contextual situations such as an informal cocktail party [214], news bulletins
[118] or meetings [140]. Behavior of a person in these context only reflects
a particular aspect of his personality. For example, Oberlander and Nowson
[127] tried to predict personality of bloggers and a possibility was expressed
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that bloggers are more open that average, since distribution of Openness scores
was skewed as compared to other four personality traits. It has been believed
[141] that personality is a long-lived trait of a person as compared to emo-
tions or even mood. Humans are found to get a better impression of others’
personality if they interact for a longer time [33].
Considering the above points, in order to assess human personality, we
must observe his behavior for a longer period of time and over different sce-
narios of his life. Due to non-availability of such a database, behavior of char-
acters in movies has been analyzed. Although, movies cannot be a substitute
for real life behavior, it has been found that actions of characters in movies are
closer to real life as compared to acting on stage dramas [65].
Our dataset has clips from movies from different genres namely Comedy,
Adventure, Drama, Fantasy and Action 1. This makes our dataset more diverse
since more scenarios of our life are covered as compared to context specific
datasets.
The collected dataset consists of around 6000 clips. Selecting shots of char-
acters with minimum 30 dialogs in a movie, reduces the final number of clips
to 3907. Each clip is of around 4-7 seconds duration at 30 frames per seconds.
The video resolution varies from 640× 272 to 720× 360. Dialogs along with
the timings are given in subtitles. To establish the ground truth, the emotion of
the relevant character in each movie clip is manually labeled by 5 volunteers
with one of the following: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, Surprise
and Neutral. Majority voting decides the assigned label. Besides annotating
emotions, BFI questionnaire is answered by volunteers for relevant characters
in each clip. Ground truth for personality scores is obtained from the ground
truth for answers using the BFI scoring scheme (Section 5.3.3).
1Comedy: Evan Almighty, Adventure: Meet Dave, Titanic, Drama: The Prestige, Fantasy:
Bedtime stories and Action: You don’t mess with the Zohan.
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Table 5.7: Personality assessment accuracy comparison between Kernel Re-
gression after feature selection (KR2), sparse SVM (s-SVM), kernel SVM (k-
SVM), DirectScore (DS), Mohammadi et al. [118] and modified method of
Mohammadi et al. [118]. It can be observed that KR2 performs better than
the other methods for all of the Big Five personality traits. O: Openness, C:
Conscientiousness, E: Extraversion, A: Agreeableness, N: Neuroticism.
Trait
Accuracies
KR2 s-SVM k-SVM DS [118] [118]mod
O. 84.8 84.1 6.7 15.2 21.7 29.0
C. 81.1 79.4 80.7 12.5 5.3 42.3
E. 69.4 67.7 6.3 28.5 20.5 63.3
A. 60.3 57.5 58.9 12.8 12.3 17.4
N. 58.0 54.6 56.0 42.5 9.8 4.3
Avg. 70.7 68.7 41.7 22.3 13.9 31.0
The data needs to be divided into training and testing clips. Training clips
are used to train (1) SVM for Facial Expression Recognition, (2) SVM for
Acoustic analysis, (3) SVM for multimodal fusion (Section 5.2.2) and (4) re-
gressors based on Sparse and Low-Rank transformations (both linear and ker-
nel versions).
Training and Testing Data: 25% of the clips are used for training and
remaining clips are used for testing. The training clips are uniformly sampled
from each movie genre. 4-fold cross-validation is performed to ensure that
each clip is tested once.
5.5.2 Predicting Answers using F2A Transformation
This subsection presents experimental results for F2A prediction. Averaged
performance for F2A prediction is provided in Table 5.5 along with the training
time2. For Kernel Regression, the values of regularization parameters λ1 and
λ2 are set as 10 and 1 respectively while they are set as 2 and 16 respectively
for Linear Regression. Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel with σ = 20 is
used for Kernel Regression. These values are obtained from cross validation
2Experiments on Matlab on a PC with a 2.83 GHz, Core2 Quad, 64-bit processor and 8 GB
RAM.
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Figure 5.5: Images showing relevant features predicted using Linear Regres-
sion (LR), Sparse-SVM (s-SVM) and psychological findings. A white cell at
position (i, j) means that the jth feature is predicted to be relevant for predict-
ing the ith answer. The F1 scores for feature selection using LR and s-SVM are
0.81 and 0.70 respectively. A higher F1 score for LR indicates that it is better
than s-SVM for feature selection.
on the training data. For ALM optimization, the parameters are selected as
µ = 10−4,  = 10−8, itermax = 103 and ρ = 1.1.
Performance of our method on answer prediction is compared with alter-
native methods. Apart from using regression, predicting answers can also be
treated as a 5-class classification problem, each class corresponding to one
of the 5 values for the answers (Section 5.1.2). The classification problem
is solved based on several SVM classifiers including Linear SVM (l-SVM),
Sparse SVM (s-SVM) and Kernel SVM (k-SVM) using Radial Basis Kernel
Function. Linear Regressions are also evaluated with (LR2) and without (LR1)
the regularization term.
We also evaluate the effectiveness of selecting features relevant for answer-
ing each question by using Linear Regression (LR) (Section 5.3.2). Addi-
tionally, feature selection is also performed by using s-SVM. For predicting
an answer, both LR and s-SVM output a weight to each feature. The first k
highest weighted features are selected such that sum of their weights (absolute
value) achieve 50% of the sum of all the weights. Each of the two feature
selection techniques is compared with feature choice inspired by psychology
(Fig. 5.5). The F1-score for feature selection using LR and s-SVM are found to
be 0.81 and 0.70 respectively. Since LR has higher F1 score, the correspond-
ing selected features are further used for predicting BFI answers. Out of all the
selected features, only top 5 are used for further experiments.
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Table 5.5 shows results of predicting answers using k-SVM before (k-
SVM1) and after (k-SVM2) feature selection. The performance of Kernel re-
gression before feature selection (KR1) is also shown. The efficacy of adding
regularization constraint (sparsity & low rank) is demonstrated by better re-
sults in the case of LR2 as compared to LR1. in Table 5.5. From the results,
it is observed that KR2 performs the best although it is computationally the
most expensive. Prediction accuracy using KR2 (Table 5.5) exceeds 70% (well
above the accuracy by chance, 20%) for all answers except answer no. 4, re-
lated to the character being relaxed and handling stress well. One possible
reason for the low accuracy of k-SVM is that it overfits the training data and
the generalization is not good.
5.5.3 Accuracy for Personality Prediction
After obtaining the answers to BFI, personality scores are computed based on
the algorithm presented in Section 5.3.3. Ground truth for personality scores is
obtained from the ground truth for answers using the BFI scoring scheme. Per-
sonality assessment accuracy comparisons are presented in Table 5.7 between
the proposed approach and the following baseline approaches for personality
prediction:
Using Sparse SVM (s-SVM) : Answers are predicted using s-SVM (Sec-
tion 5.5.2) and then the personality scores are predicted using the BFI scoring
scheme.
Using Kernel SVM (k-SVM) : Answers are predicted using k-SVM with
RBF kernel (Section 5.5.2) and then the personality scores are predicted using
the BFI scoring scheme.
DirectScore (DS): In the case of direct prediction from features, the input
is the feature matrix Ftr (Section 5.3.1) and the output labels are the person-
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ality scores for all characters used for training RBF kernel SVM for the five
dimensions. The learned SVM then predicts the personality scores for the test
characters.
Mohammadi et al. ([118]) Acoustic features including average, minimum,
maximum and relative entropy of pitch, formant frequencies, energy and speak-
ing rate are used for predicting the Big-Five personality traits using RBF kernel
SVM. Scores are quantized to whole numbers from 1 to 5.
Mohammadi et al. modified ([118]mod): Predicting answers based on
features used by Mohammadi et al. and then predict personality traits using
the BFI scoring scheme.
The results in Table 5.7 show that the proposed KR method performs the
best in predicting all of the Big-Five personality traits. It is observed that pre-
dicting personality scores directly from the features (DS) is not very effective.
[118]mod also performs better than [118]. This opens up the avenue of an-
swering questionnaire as an intermediate step in predicting personality traits.
Performance of [118]mod is still poor possibly because of not using visual and
lexical features which are also found to be significant in predicting answers.
Note that in [118], experimental data was captured in controlled conditions
and the performance was reported by quantizing the personality scores into 2
classes: High and Low.
There exists correlation between the accuracies of predicted answers and
the personality traits. Neuroticism has the worst prediction accuracy which
can be attributed to the low prediction rate of answer 4, which Neuroticism is
associated with. Similarly, Agreeableness is associated with answers 2 and 7
which also have lower prediction accuracy. Consequently, prediction of Agree-
ableness is affected.
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Figure 5.6: Predicted personality scores for a sample shot of Jack. Predictions
using the proposed method (CRF) are comparable to the traditional method
(BFI).
5.5.4 Personality Prediction Using Learnt CRF model
For predicting personality scores, a CRF model is trained using the scaled con-
jugate gradient algorithm implemented using Kevin Murphy’s CRF toolbox
[4]. The parameters selected for training CRFs are: regularizer weight α = 1
and maximum iterations = 200. Note that the shots with personality values la-
beled as 3 are excluded from training data since they lack sufficient information
about the personality trait.
The output of the CRF is the personality scores for each shot of the char-
acters. The prediction is in the form of probabilities corresponding to the 4
values for the score (Value of 3 being excluded). The value with the highest
probability is taken as the predicted score if it exceeds a threshold θ. If none of
the probabilities exceed θ, prediction is given a value 3. A comparison is also
made with standard BFI scoring scheme (Section 5.3.3) to predict shot-level
personality scores from answers.
Figure 5.6 shows the predicted personality scores for a sample shot of Jack
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Table 5.8: Accuracy in scoring the BFI: Comparing CRF and BFI. O: Open-
ness, C: Conscientiousness, E:Extraversion, A: Agreeableness, N: Neuroti-
cism. BFI: BFI-scoring scheme, CRF: Proposed approach, CRFfused: Pre-





O. 86.2 88.4 84.3
C. 82.8 85.9 81.6
E. 76.6 85.1 82.0
A. 73.4 76.1 75.5
N. 69.1 76.4 77.5
Avg. 77.6 82.4 80.2
using both BFI and CRF. Predictions using CRF are close to that using BFI
scoring since difference between the two predictions is never more than one
unit for all the dimensions. As compared to the ground truth, CRF predicts
3 dimensions accurately as compared to 2 dimensions of BFI resulting in an
accuracy of 60% for CRF and 40% for BFI for this shot. The prediction per-
formances of CRF and BFI averaged over all the shots in the test dataset over
four runs is reported in Table 5.8 (Shot-level). CRF is found to perform better
than BFI for all the Big-5 dimensions.
Predicted scores at each shots are utilized to predict one set of personality
scores for each character (Cumulative scores). Predicted values are compared
with the ground truth annotations at the movie level. Prediction accuracies
averaged over all the characters over 4 runs are presented in Table 5.8 last col-
umn. Even for the cumulative scores, Openness is predicted with the best ac-
curacy. The average accuracy of 80.2% supports the use of CRF for fusing the
personality scores of individual shots. Concluding issues about the proposed
personality assessment are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Works
The current approaches to Emotion Recognition mostly work well on lab recorded
data with sufficient lighting, face size, frontal face pose and so on. Moreover,
most of the datasets have exaggerated emotions which are not close enough
to the real world emotions. This thesis presented approaches to deal with the
difficulties in the data namely that of face pose, illumination, face size, facial
expression intensity and head motion.
In comparison with the 2D data, 3D data has an extra depth information. An
approach has been proposed using 3D flows called as residues. As compared to
the traditional 2D optical flow methods, 3D flow proved to perform better when
evaluated on the BU-3DFE database which is one of the most widely used
3D facial expression databases. With technological advancement, capturing
3D data can be performed easily in real time making the proposed approach
feasible for real life applications (See section 3.1 for details on availability of
3D data in real life).
For such applications an important issue of concern is the low intensity
of facial expressions as observed in real life. Experimental analysis was con-
ducted to assess the effect of lower intensity expression on the recognition
performance. As expected, it was observed that flow for higher gradations of
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experiments carry more information about the expression than the lower gra-
dations. Consequently, the proposed approach needs to be improved to handle
lower intensity of expressions.
Using 3D residues has limitations as well. Optical flow is very effective
in recognizing facial expressions because of the universal nature of facial ex-
pressions which causes the motion of facial feature points to be similar across
different subjects. However, it is also possible that when large interpersonal
variations occur, accuracy in recognizing facial expression may decrease. We
need to improve the proposed algorithm to handle more subtle and sponta-
neous expressions which may involve more interpersonal variations. More-
over, this approach is subject dependent approach which means that it requires
a 3D model for the neutral face of the subjects.
Another subject independent approach has been proposed which is relevant
to the real life situations where it might not be always possible to have the
neutral facial model corresponding to a test expression. One vs. all scheme
of classification was implemented using Support Vector Machines (SVM). For
each individual classifier, a feature selection was performed using the signifi-
cance ratio test. Promising classification results support the presented feature
extraction technique.
Both the approaches proposed for 3D FER are geometry based approaches
involving Facial Feature Points (FFPs). A major drawback of geometry based
approaches is that the selection of these FFPs usually involves manual inter-
vention. Choice of appropriate FFPs is also a debatable issue. A method needs
to be devised to extract the feature points from the 3D mesh model. Combining
appearance and geometry can be a good way to achieve this.
Considering 3D FER, there is a wide possibility of future research in the
following areas:
• Formation of a representative database: For development of algo-
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rithms for 3D FER, availability of a 3D facial expression database is a
must. Databases presently available have been captured under controlled
conditions mainly because available 3D scanners cannot operate satisfac-
torily in outdoor real life situations. However, for applying the FER al-
gorithms in daily life applications it becomes necessary to evaluate them
under natural conditions instead of a laboratory setup. Moreover such
data should have naturally expressed emotions instead of exaggerated
ones.
• Dealing with computational and storage complexities: Yin et al. [167]
report facing problems in processing and storage of their 3D dynamic
models. Because of these limitations, presently it is possible to record
only short duration 3D videos where the person begins from neutral and
deliberately shows expression and then comes back to neutral. Natural
expressions are prolonged and so longer 3D videos need to be recorded.
Also, the BU-4DFE database in its present form takes around 500GB of
storage space. Techniques need to be devised for compact storage of the
3D models especially the dynamic models.
The difficulties faced in a real-life data can be experienced more in a movie
data as compared to the currently available 3D data. Considering this, a dataset
was constructed to facilitate ER in movies. A dynamic weighting based multi-
modal approach has been proposed to fuse lexical and visual clues in order to
recognize positive and negative emotions of actors in movies. Result for facial
expression was considered to be of high confidence if face was less affected by
variations in pose, scale, expression intensity etc. On the other hand, result of
lexical analysis was relied upon more if its Semantic Orientation was larger in
magnitude.
Several issues will be considered for future research. Detecting and local-
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izing FFPs for non-frontal faces is still difficult. The face tracking algorithm
has to be made robust to variations in facial pose and head motion by using a
generic model for tracking in which facial shape is better defined. In extracting
lexical clues, we observe problems due to different meanings of a word and due
to different ways of saying the same message. Using the context can be helpful
for determining Semantic Orientation under word meaning disambiguation.
The effect of considering emotions of all the relevant actors in a movie
scene was analyzed for recognizing emotion of the scene. Multi-actor approach
has been found to be helpful in cases when speaker displays an emotion con-
tradicting to the emotion of the scene.
ER has been applied to automate the answering of personality assessment
questionnaire. The proposed approach is evaluated by answering Big-Five In-
ventory (BFI) for movie characters using the proposed multimodal features
which include predicted emotion, acoustic features from audio and lexical
clues from dialog. The performance of the proposed algorithm is expected
to be further improved by extending to the full version of BFI. Other question-
naires such as NEO-PIR [116] can also be explored. Such extensions require
proposing new multimodal features.
The accuracy of the method depends on the accuracy of character identi-
fication and emotion recognition. An improvement is needed in the accuracy
at these processing stages. Lexical clues from the dialog are easily available
for movies. Even in real life, dialogs can be extracted using Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) technology which is developing. Especially for a real life
application using dialogs, it is possible to ensure good quality of sensors to
capture speech. This ensures availability of lexical and even the acoustic cues.
A method is also presented to learn a scoring scheme using a Conditional
Random Field (CRF) model which enables the approach to be generalized
for scoring a wide range of personality questionnaires. Otherwise, to formu-
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late a scoring scheme, complex interdependencies between questions needs to
be thoroughly studied based on psychology. The proposed approach shows
promising results as compared to the standard BFI scoring scheme.
Relating to the work on automated personality assessment, there are ethical
and privacy issues associated with monitoring individuals. However, we con-
ducted our work for research purposes and do not consider these issues. Even
considering this issue, it is also possible that users may be willing to share their
information considering the benefits they get in return. Still movies are still in
somewhat controlled environment and a real-life data will be more useful for
evaluating the proposed approach. This and the other limitations mentioned
above open directions for future research.
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